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So You're New

•

EDITORIAL

c.eJ

Miss Leonard,
Forgive Me
I have n e v er
Miss
met
L eonard, b u t
for s i x months
or so I could
not stand her.
Regardless of
how I taught
English to my first eighth graders,
they always said, "Miss Leonard
didn't do it that way."
Being new is difficult. People
expect you to know things and do
things their w a y.
They make
assumptions. I remember the new
midwe stern colleague in our
California school who was asked to
o r g a n i z e a s t u d e n t p r oj e c t :
harvesting the nuts from the almond
trees on the school property. He
promptly arranged for a crew of
students to stay after school. But
nobody told him that he would need
mallets and strong people to knock
the nuts off the trees before they
could be raked up and sold. Finally
he threw up his hands i n exas
peration and asked, "Why did you
ask me to do this anyway? !"
Everyone involved in a school
has expectations-parents, students,
school board members, other
teachers, and certai nly the n e w
m e m b e r s of the faculty. When
education students accept that first
job, or when teachers change jobs,
they anticipate students who love
them, parents who support them,
colleagues who include them, and
principals who encourage them.
Such idealism is probably healthy;
one should start with a positive
outlook.
All too soon, however, they
must face the exhaustion of pre
paring new courses, the reality of
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students who challenge t h e i r
authority, the judgment o f parents
who believe their child's version of
w h a t g o e s o n at school. New
teachers and principals, whether
experienced or not, are judged more
stringently than their colleagues. If
the predecessor was well loved, the
new person will likely not measure
up; if the predecessor was inef
fective, the school community will
expect drastic improvements.
The C hr i sti an school com
munity has not been particularly
gracious or professional in helping
new teachers and principals adjust.
One new teacher commented, "Here
we came a thousand miles, all our
earthly possessions stacked in a
Ryder truck, and nobody from the
school showed up to help us unload.
Nobody even bothered to check
when we would arrive." Starting a
new job is stressful in itself, and
health experts tell us that moving
almost doubles that stress. Add to
that the change in social activities,
churches, and personal habits, and
you again double the level of stress.
If each new faculty member had at
least one school board member and
one warm-hearted teacher appointed
to help the prospective teachers even
before arrival, and certainly during
the period of adjustment, the sense
of Christian community could be
greatly strengthened.
Principals and school boards
should take the initiative to arrange
that a suitable person provide dinner
invitations, introductions, advice on
shopping for local goods and
services, and most of all, warm
acceptance. More than that, staff
members must take the time to ask a
new colleague how they can serve
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him or her at school and yet allow
the new teacher the freedom to
experiment, to do thi ngs in a
different way than the last teacher.
Colleagues should be available but
not smothering.
You new teachers may be think
ing by now, "But if others don't
think about my needs, what can I do
to get the help I need? " You can do
several things.

If the predecessor was
well loved, the new
person will likely not
measure up; if the
predecessor was
ineffective, the school
community will expect
drastic improvements.

First, select the veteran teacher
who seems most able to help you.
Then ask for help. Is your grading
system a mess? Admit it to some
one you can trust; that teacher will
either consider it an honor to be
asked or admit how difficult grad
ing is for him or her, too. Either
way, you'll know you don't have to
struggle alone.
Avo i d comparing the new
school w i t h t h e last place you
worked, or at least avoid talking
about it. I know how difficult this
advice is to follow; I regret not
always adhering to it. But no place
can possibly be just like another.
Decide to appreciate the differences,
and if you think change is necessary,
introduce new ways discreetly.

Like Karate
Com municate, especially with
parents . If you have a contained
classroom, send a weekly bulletin
home to parents. Let them get to
know you so they can also learn to
trust you with their children. Don't

Lessons

His nwne is Tommy. (Not really, but he is a real boy.)
He's my nephew. A sixth-grader:
Late last summer he moved, together with his family, to
the city in which I live.
Of course he also had to change schools. Christian
schools.

m a k e i t m er e l y a r e q u e s t l i s t ,
although a t times you may want to
ask parents to work with you on a

His skin is the right color:

school project. But make it a way to
let parents in on the positive ideas

His clothes carry the right labels.

you and your students share at
school.
Let the principal know you need
her or him. I suspect administrators
are some of the loneliest people in
the Christian school system, perhaps
because they draw away in order to
appear fair to all staff m e m bers.
Perhaps teachers avoid t h e m ,
consciously o r subconsciously, not
knowing how to perceive of them as
per sons a s i d e from t h e role of
"boss." For a starting point, talk to
your administrator about how this
feeling inhibits you and ask how you
can overcome it.
Allow y o u r s e l f to fai l , to
forgive failure, and to learn from
failures. You won't be right all of
the time, you know, but God can use
you, even in your weakness, to serve
his purposes. Whether you are new
this year or not, your starting point
must be the realization that you are
the instrument and G o d is t h e
strength o f your teaching. Ask him,
therefore, to renew you daily-even
hourly-that you may serve him
well. Your commiunent to be God's
tool w ill change your focus from
performance to praise.

LVG

Bu.t that should be no problem.
He goes to the right church.
He lives in the right neighborhood.
He's surely not "dumb." Or "ugly."
But it was a problem. StiU is, in part.
He was shut out.
He was taunted. Repeatedly.
His teachers liked him, but teachers usually do.
He got roughed up in the bus. Nastily. Repeatedly.
(Boys will be boys, you know.)
Of course he survived. They always do. In a way.
But it stung. StiU stings.
Saturday night we hadfiiends over:
Their son had had it a little tough, too. In the swne schooL
They had found a solution. Karate lessons.
(They really help your self-confidence. And who knows?)
They weren'tjoking.
We have two grandsons. Jon is already in pre-schooL
(Where boys are not yet boys, you know.)
Their dad is a minister:
Ministers have to move on occasion.
Their kids, too.
We've thought a bit about helping with tuition.
(Young ministers with growing families can use help.)
But lately we've had second thoughts.
Maybe they'll need the money for other things.
Like karate lessons.

-by WALLACE BRAIT
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Schools

and Colleges

Can Help Rookies
-by ARDEN RUTH POST

R

eality shock is a term

frequently used in ed
u cational literature to
describe the transition from student
to first- year teacher (Marso and
Pigge 1987). During this traumatic
time the beginning teacher adjusts to
the expectations of a school system,
learns the intricacies of handling a
classroom on one's own, becomes
acquainted with subject matter and
materials, and constantly tries to
"beat the clock" while realizing that
a twenty-four-hour day just does not
provide enough time for the many
duties and responsibilities. Christian
teachers, in whom the Protestant
work ethic is ingrained, may be
especially vulnerable as they try to
do the best possible job in the field
to which they f eel cal l e d . The
following
comments
vividly
illustrate reality shock, o ften
explained as the difference between
expectations about teaching and the
reality that exists.

FIRST-YEAR
EXPERIENCES
"The first year I taught was a
nightmare. I didn't know whether I
was coming or going," said Brian. "I
think I should have paid the school a
salary to have me there instead of
having them pay me!"
"If I had had the opportunity to
quit teaching after my first year, I
would have," said Lisa. "However,
my husband was in graduate school.
I needed a job, and teaching was
what I had trained for. So I stuck
with it and now I'm glad I did. But it
took two or three years before I
really felt comfortable teaching."
"No o n e warned me that
teaching would be this much work! I
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never have time for anything but
papers, tests, bulletin boards, and
lessons. Guess where I am on Friday
nights! No, not out having a good
time. I'm home doing school work!"
exclaimed B arb.
"Coaching was what I always
wanted to do. In fact, that's probably
why I went into teaching. But, wow!
The amount of time it t akes is
unbelievable! It's as if coaching is a
full time job by itself, and then I
have all the teaching duties: lessons
to plan, papers to grade, tests to
construct. It never ends!" said Joe. "I
think I chose the wrong career!"
Beginning teachers face some
unique challenges compared with
young people who are starting other
careers. Their work continues far

the principal or a s y m p a t he t i c
colleague. Many beginning teachers
soon learn to whom they can
comfortably go for help. However,
others are reluctant to ask for help,
fearing that they will appear to be
incompetent. They suffer in silence.
What are the types of problems
and concerns that beginning teachers
face? Vee nman (1984) d i d a
comprehensive review of studies of
beginning t eacher prob lem s and
found the following to be the most
frequently reported:
a. disciplining students
b. motivating students
c.dealing with individual dif
ferences
d. assessing student work

"I stuck with it and now I'm glad I did.

But it

took two or three years before I really felt
comfortable teaching."

beyond the normal day, and they are
expected to accomplish many duties
in addition to the actual teaching for
which they were hired.
Expectations for community or
church involvement may accompany
teaching positions in many Christian
schools. Furthermore, beginning
teachers soon realize that no amount
of teacher aiding, student teaching,
or education courses could ever
prepare them for the real thing: their
own classroom and students.
Those of us in teacher education
receive many frantic telephone calls
from former students asking for help
with a multitude of problems.
Schools with beginning teachers on
their staffs receive some of the same
types of questions, often directed to
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e. relating to parents
f. organizing class work
g.obtaining sufficient materials
and supplies
h. dealing with problems of
individual students
Interestingly, few differences
were noted between elementary and
secondary teachers, the decade in
which the research was conducted,
or even the country in which the
teachers were teaching.
Marso and Pigge (1987) studied
twenty-four working conditions that
influenced the amount of reality
shock experienced by beginning
teachers. They investigated the
aspects of teaching that had the
greatest discrepancy between

beginning teachers ' prior expec
tati o n s and the real ity they
encountered. The top ranked items
were the following:
a. work load
b . equip m e n t
for
teac h i ng
(materials and resources)
c. inservice (amount and kind of
help given)
d. facilities
e. opportunity for growth
f. value of c o l l ege c l as s e s in
preparing them for teaching
O n e has only to speak to a
beginning teacher to verify many of
the areas mentioned above. All of us
who are pre s e n tl y teac h i n g can
remember our own first years to
know that some problem s remain
ageless, occurring over the decades.

HELP IS ON THE WAY
It would be easy to end here
with the statement, "Oh, well, that's
the way it is. It's always rough to get
s tarted , b u t we all have to go
through it. Cheer up ! It will get
better. "
S uc h an an s w er r e fu s e s to
acknowledge the body of literature
that is becoming available to tell us
how to help beginning teachers.
S uc h an answer also refu s e s to
acknowledge the cries for help that
we hear from beginning teachers .
L e t ' s c o n sider s o m e p o s itive
measures of assistance.
Seven general areas of support
are suggested by Odel (1986) as
primary areas in which beginning
teachers need help:

1. System information-giving
information related to procedures or
expectations of the school
2.Resources/materials- locat
ing and arranging for materials and
resources the new teacher will need
3 . Instructional prov iding
i n form ati o n
ab o u t
teac h i ng
s trateg i e s or a n y ideas to help
classroom instruction
4. Emo tional-e mpathetic lis
tening and sharing of experiences
-

5. Classroom management
giving guidance for schedulin g ,
planning, organizing o f instructional

FREQ,VaENT FRUSTRATIONS
Kurtz (1983) bas identified problem areas expressed by beginning
teachers that led them to leave the teaching field. The feelings of isolation
and frusttation they expressed were attributed to several specific causes:
a. Subject assignment-Returning teachers get the "good" courses
and/or the "good" students.

b. Physical facilities--The choice of rooms and equ ipment usually
favors the returning teacher, whereas the beginning teacher gets what's left.
om Beginning teachers were found to be
c. Location of the classrofarther away from the central office, farther from the mainstream of the
school building, and thus more isolated.
d. Extta class assignments---Extta class duties were a prime source of
ill feelings.
e. Lack of understanding of district expectations-Although new
teacher orientation programs were regularly carried out, new teachers felt
that this process ended abruptly once school began. To address continual
questions that arise, periodic orientation meetings are needed through the
first year.
, f. Inadequate supervision-It was felt that most problems could be
alleviated if the principal, department super v i sor, or a master teacher
remained in close contact with the new teacher, observing, advising, and
empathizing. Kurtz found supervision to consist of one to three formal
visits, a few incidental cbntacts, and a number of group contacts. This
amount of interaction was inadequate, according to the beginning teachers.
<

time as well as guidance for the
management of student behavior
6. En v iro nme nt-helping new
teachers set up the classroom

7. Demonstration teaching-a
master teacher or supervisor teaches
while the new teacher observes. (A
pre-observation conference should
be held to establish the focus of the
observation and a fo l l o w - up
c o n ference to anal yze wha t
occurred.)
The beginning teaching expe
rience can be made more productive
and less frustrating for all involved.
While procedures will need to be
tailored to fit a specific school, some
common practices have been found
to be beneficial (see Kurtz 1983 ):

1. Schedule a separate orien
tation for beginning teachers while
still including them in the regular
fall orientation m eetings for all
teachers. Continue to hold periodic
meetings with beginning teachers
during the school year, perhaps more
frequently at first and gradually
increasing the time between them as
the teachers adjust

2. Plan special inservices for
beginning teachers during the year,
perhaps in conjunction with other
schools or districts. Session topics
should address the unique needs of
beginning teachers , such as those
mentioned at the beginning of this
arti c l e , but can a l s o addre s s
b e g i n n i n g teacher n eeds a s
expressed thro ugh t h e u s e of a
questionnaire.
3 . S et up a mentor system in
which an effective , experienced
teac her serves as an empathetic
adviser to beginning teachers. Some
guidelines will be needed as to what
is expected of the mentor. Mentors
s h o u l d be in c o n tact w i th the
adm i n i s tration ab out beginning
teacher needs that the administration
should address.
4. Identify the areas in a
specific school setting in which a
beginning teacher will need help:
p h y s i cal set up of classroom ,
orientation to community, sched
uling the school day; ask the mentor
or a "welcome committee" to assist
in these areas.
5. Give careful consideration to
the students , courses , and extra
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assignments given to beginning
teachers. While seniority rightly
carries some advantages, it is unfair
to load the new teacher with a host
of problems and extra challenges
during "start up" time. "The proper
mix of courses and students is
critical to the success or failure of
many beginning teachers" (45).
6. Supervision of new teachers
by the mentor and/or principal
should occur frequently and begin
early during the f irst year of
teaching.The observations can be
carried out in such a way as to be
non-threatening and helpful,
particularly if a pre- and post
observation conference is held.Most
beginning teachers will welcome
suggestions and eagerly look
forward to help.
7. Survey beginning teachers at
the end of their first year for aspects
of the orientation program that
helped them and areas that need
improvement. Remember -be
ginning teacher orientation should be
a year-long process, and evaluation
can best be made right after this
time.
8.Consider hiring a consultant,
perhaps a recently retired teacher
who has been very effective in the
classroom, to be a support person to
beginning teachers.This person can
meet formally and informally with
the beginning teacher as well as be
available for calls.
9.Plan for social events and get
acquainted activities that help
beginning teachers feel at home in a
community and school. Perhaps
several school families are willing to
be on a committee that arranges
invitations for beginning teachers

school families. The
with
administration and teachers, also,
should include new teachers in their
plans so that they feel welcome and
not like "outsiders" to the in-group.
10. Arrange for regular
opportunities for first-year teachers
to speak with each other and with
experienced colleagues in a planned,
yet informal, setting where they will
be free to share concerns and ideas.
Often, beginning teachers most
appreciate this type of opportunity.

THE ROLE
OF THE COLLEGE
All too o ften colleges and
universities have considered their
roles to be finished once students
have completed their teacher
education programs. Other than
meeting former students at teacher
conventions and receiving some
S. O. S. calls during the first year,
most college and university
personnel have little contact with
their former students once they
become teachers.
This situation is changing. The
National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE) is
recommending that teacher edu
cation institutions continue contact
with graduates of their teacher
education programs. In addition to
asking graduates to evaluate their
undergraduate preparation for
teaching and make suggestions for
improvement, colleges are being
asked to provide follow-up assis
tance to "...develop arrangements
with school districts in the area to
provide assistance to its graduates
who are first year teachers . . ."
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(NCATE Standards 1987).Some of
the larger universtttes have
developed programs of active
involvement between the university
and first-year teachers (see Burke
and Schmidt 1984). While many
teacher education institutions
recognize the need to maintain
contact with their graduates to aid in
a smo oth transition into the
profession of teaching, the question
of how to go about it can become the
stumbling block that prevents action.
Burke and Schmidt (1984) give
several recommendations that should
be encouraging to teacher education
institutions because many of these
recommendations are already in
operation:
• Encourage students to build
resource files and gather resource
materials for classro om use. I
suggest to my students in the
Introduction to the Teaching of
Reading course that they obtain a
bookcase and begin collecting
children's books so they have some
materials with which to supply their
classrooms.I also suggest that they
obtain some boxes and begin to file
items in manila folders under
appropriate headings for future use:
holiday activities, math puzzles,
nature pictures, news items,
problem-solving challenges, word
games.Anything that may help the
first-year teacher-materials, ideas,
or words o f wisdom from the
professor's own first years----<:an be
shared.
• Conduct senior year seminars
that address problems common to
first-year teachers. The weekly
seminar that accompanies student
teaching may address some
problems, but this session is often
needed to address the day-to-day
concerns of student teaching. A
week of seminars at the conclusion
of student teaching was recently
instituted at Calvin College and was
found to be an effective time to
address problems and concerns
common to beginning teachers at a
time when students are about tri take
their first teaching positions.
• Hold workshop sessions at
the college that give beginning

teachers an opportunity to dialogue
with each other about common
problems and concerns. Colleges
may hesitate to try this idea because
of the number of graduates who
leave the area, thus becoming
unavailable for dialogue with
colleagues and faculty at the college.
However, for colleges that have a
significant number of students who
become beginning teachers in fairly
close proximity to the college,
informal meetings generally receive
enthusiastic support from those
available to attend.
• Hold inservice sessions that
address topics identified as major
concerns of beginning teachers. This
suggestion could take the form of
college faculty becoming available
to go to schools to conduct sessions,
the cost of which might be split by
the college and the school. Several
schools or districts could band
together to sponsor beginning
teacher inservices.
• Provide inservice sessions for
principals and administrators to help
them improve their awareness of the
needs of first-year teachers. Some
colleges are offering s ummer
workshops such as the Teacher
Induction Workshop held for two
days at Calvin College by Philip
Lucasse for C hristian Schools
International District II admini
strators and supervisors in June.
• Provide beginning teachers
with access to curriculum materials
and other educational resources
housed on college campuses.
Beginning teachers frequently
continue to use the curriculum
centers at their colleges if their first
teaching positions are in the area.
However, beginning teachers who
are new to an area are often
unfamiliar with local college
resources and might benefit from a
colleague taking the time to
familiarize them with local
resources.
• Provide access to university
personnel through telephone
communications. The idea of
establishing a college hotline that is
in operation during certain hours of
the day or evening where students
may call toll free is gaining

A TEACHER SUPPORT NETWORK
Raiser (1987) describes an exciting program of support for beginning
teachers that begins in their junior year when they are preservice teachers at
the universities starting their professional education c o urs es These
preservice teachers attend a monthly support group that includes university
personnel, first-year teachers, and veteran teachers. A classroom teacher and
a university instruc tor moderate monthly meeti ngs of the support group
called "First Monday." Raiser makes the following point: "The key to
successful moderatio n of a support group seems to be for the leaders to take
the role of peers in the problem-solving process" (49). In other words, the
university instruc tor and the classroom teac her act as facilitators and
encourage other s to take active roles. The preservice teachers learn frrst
hand about the challenges of a beginning teacher, and many who remain in
the area belong to the group when they become beginning teacherS.
The purpose of First Monday meetings is to facilitate mutual prob_lem
solving among the participants. The ground rules stress that the meetmgs
are to offer support and encouragement to each other in solving problems in
the classrooms, not to complain abou t particular administrators or school
systems. In between First Monday meetings, the university facilitator is
available for telephone consultation on Monday and Tuesday nights. First
year teachers who have been involved in the group return to campus to
share "How to Survive Your First Year of Teaching" with senior education
.

students.

popularity.Other colleges encourage
graduates to leave a message for
either a specific professor or for a
specific information request, and the
college later returns the call.
• Make college faculty avail
able to serve on support groups for
beginning teachers as requested by
school districts. Current or retired
college faculty who have supervised
student teachers could be available
on a consultant basis to schools for
work with beginning teachers.
College personnel could team up
with school personnel to form team
support systems.
Hi t z a n d R o p e r ( 1 9 86)
summarized several research studies
as well as the comments provided by
graduates of Oregon schools and
colleges of education.They found
four general c ategories of
information that beginning teachers
need and suggest that teacher
training programs review how they
are meeting these needs:
1.

Learning how to work with
other adults, parents, ad
ministrators, and aides

2. Learning how to work with
colleagues
3 . Presenting a more realistic
view of the teaching
profession
4. Giving students a more
complete theoretical frame
work.

TEAMWORK NEEDED
It should be clear that beginning
teachers need help, more help than
either our schools where they are
employed or our colleges from
which they graduate are presently
providing for them. This article
offers a variety of suggestions, some
of which can be easily implemented
and others of which will take some
discussion and planning.
We owe it to our beginning
teachers to make their first years
prod u c tive , e xc1tmg ,
and
encouraging. I'm willing t o do my
share.Are you? Let's get together
CEJ
and see what we can do.

Arden Ruth Post is associate

professor ofeducation at Calvin

College in Grand Rapids,
Michig,;:::.::.
an . ... �------....1
·
�
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The Takeover
Making
-by JOAN M. DUNGEY

W

hen the student missed the
question, the teacher said,
"All right, class!" He took
a stance, stretched out his right
hand, crooked the first two fingers at
the boy, and said, "Zzzzzzz!" All
the class followed his example. The
student writhed to the floor under
his desk. Everyone laughed.
Observing this, the class I was
to take over the next day, I stared in
horror. The teacher, hired as a
coach, was not certified in science,
and the state auditors were requiring
him to return to college f o r a
session.
I w a s the long term
substitute. What was I going to do?
The first graders were standing
in straight rows beside their desks,
chanting the phonics rules together.
When a boy mispronounced a word,
the teacher put her face close to his
and said, "Repeat after me." She
said each separate sound of the word
three times. In some cases she
actually spit into his face. She
turned to me. "He has a severe
speech impediment. He'll never
speak correctly." They went back to
chanting the rules.
I looked at these first graders,
already labeled "remedial readers,"
and wondered about Monday when I
was to take over the class. The
principal wanted the same program
continued. What was I going to do?
Since
we
have
moved
extensively, I have had opportunity
both to serve as a long-term
substitute and to take over a class
mid-year. Some of the teachers I
have replaced were wonderful. The
teacher I am replacing now was also
a professional model. Others, as
above, were not so competent.
My personal challenge is to see
how many days (or weeks!) it takes
to "win the students over." Usually

the

Classroom Yours

the better the previous teacher was,
the longer it takes, although that
does not necessarily hold true. Once
I struggled for eight weeks against a
wall of resistance and yes, even
hate, as I tried to introduce learning
and standards into a class that had
had none.
Few people like change, and
students-and their parents-are not
exceptions. Routines, even bad ones,
are still familiar and expected; a new
teacher brings in strange unknowns.

mastered until you have opportunity
to interact with them.
Be more flexible with how you
introduce a topic or what you do
first, for example, spelling or
grammar studies. Perhaps you will
want to present the material
differently than it is given in the
text, to excite students.
At first, you can more easily
effect change in the areas of class
scheduling and physical envi
ronment. These will affect students'

You are going into a class where other standards
may have already been established and accepted,
and implementing that change is difficult.

KNOW YOUR GOALS
In any new circumstance,
whether we be new teachers or
experienced teachers i n new

attitudes and feelings about you and
the methodology you use as much as
your behavior.
To get a feel f o r the class
atmosphere, stand in the room when

situations, we need to know our
goals and standards. Jot down your
objectives for the time you will be
with the class; they may be general
math or reading goals, or goals
related to attitudes or behaviors. Be
aware that yours is a tough job! You
are going into a class where other
standards may have already been
established and accepted, and
implementing that change is
difficult.

boo k s at their levels, hands-on
activities, and student-centered? Or
is it stark, with ragged b ulletin
boards and displays, chairs in rigid

EVALUATE THE SITUATION

up all year?

Sometimes you may not have a
chance to become familiar with
student learning levels and needs in
advance. Usually, I want to form
my own impressions before I hear
other teachers' comments and see
office records. Of course, you will
want to see the texts and find out
what specific subject matter students
have already covered, but you will
not really know what they have
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it is empty. Is it friendly, warm, and
comfortable, suitable for learning? Is
it set up for child use, with reference

rows, with the teacher's desk as the
focal point of the room? Are the
bulletin boards made for active
student learning, or are they teacher
made, and have they obviously been
Observe with critical eye what
changes you could make, with the
time that you have. You may not be
able to do all that you want, but
begin to make the room fit you and
your teaching style. Change at least
one bulletin board. Since I use
bulletin boards as teaching tools, I
find my time well spent in making
several new boards; these then
become part of the lesson. Move the

teac her' s d e s k ; this w i l l attrac t
students' attention immediately. If
there isn't one there already, plan a
c orner for a learn i n g center.
Materials can be prepared at home
and brought into the room and easily
assembled before students come.
Such effects will show that you are
interested in learning and will excite
students about your ideas from the
beginning.
Sometimes it is necessary to
move more slowly, especially if you
are not in complete control of the
schedule or room . For i n s tance,
once I entered a team-teachin g ,
English/reading/ESL position for
m igrants o n e week before the
quarter ended . I c on t i n u ed the
previous program for the week ,
assessing each activity; then, at the
beginning o f the next quarter, I
instituted changes after talking with
cooperating teachers.
ESTABLISH YOUR
CREDIBILITY

Especially if you are following
a very capable teacher, it will be
necessary to estab l i s h y o ur
competency with the students. One
class I had in math insisted I was
giving them the wrong information;
arguing would do no good, and they
followed through with their threat to
call the oth er teac h er-to m y
advantage! After that there were no
questions about my math abilities.
S tudents will challenge you .
Face the challenge; take the risks!
Do not be afraid to say, "I don't
kno w " or "Let's look that up
together. " Teach with a servant
attitude rather than an authoritarian
one (I Cor. 9: 19), and you will win
the students over to " your side" so
they can go forward with learning
and not continue to concentrate on
confrontation.
KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS

Know what subjects you are
best at and what teaching style you
are most comfortable with. Teach
within your strengths and you will
build your own self-confidence.
Student respect will follow. When I
e n c o u n t ered e i g ht w e e k s o f
resistance, I had t o say to myself
every day, "I know I am teaching

Children cannot help
but talk about their
other teacher. If she or
he was well liked. they
will. of course. feel
sorry that the teacher
has left. They may
even resent you at
first.

them what and how they should be
taught! " Students began to believe it
too , as, one by one, they understood
they were learning new things.
Start with something you know
well. Espec ially if y o u are a
permanent replacement, you have
m ore of a chance to plan your
sequence of topics to teach. Choose
something you either know well or
already have taught, so that you can
concentrate on classroom interaction
rather than worrying about making
new lesson plans. In one classroom ,
the upcoming science unit in the text
was about light. I know more about
weather and had taught it before, so
I skipped to that chapter, planning to
pick up light later. A fter the
students' first shock of skipping
around in the text, they learned to
view the text as a helper to learning
and not a determinant of their
learning.
Another time, as a long-term
substitute, I asked the teacher if I
could teach my own unit on fairy
tales. She was delighted; she did not
have to make up lesson plans for
me, and she continued the unit upon
her return. I was happy also because
it was an enjoyable topic, and I was
very familiar with it.

was well liked, they will, of course,
feel sorry that the teacher has left.
They may even resent you at first.
Do not take these c o m ments
personally; feel no hostility toward
that other person. Instead, build on
what was b e g u n . It may be
necessary to remind students that
things are different now, but make
no derogatory remarks (Ps. 34: 13).
Remember that you are their teacher
now, and eventually they will come
to like you as they did the other
person.
PRAY

The most important thing you
can do to change attitudes, behavior,
and learning is to pray for your
students. Even before you know the
students, stand in front of each desk
and pray for the child or children
who will occupy it. After you know
them , you can pray m ore spec i
fically (Rom. 8 : 3 1).
Taking ovtr a c la s s i s an
adventure. There are uncertainties,
and there are risks . B u t the
challenge of creating a congenial
classroom composed of students
who become excited about learning
can be yours as you work to meet
students' individual needs. If you
bring a sense of prayerful assurance
to the position, you can follow your
objectives and remake the room into
an environment where students will
grow into active participants in the
learning process.
CEJ

Joan M. Dungey, now afourth
grade teacher, lives in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.

DON'T BE JEALOU S

Children cannot help but talk
about their other teacher. If she or he
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How much should our
expected to do for new
welcome them and
a

T

eachers often arrive shortly
before school starts, when
everyone in education is
extremely busy preparing for a new
academic year. Board members
sometimes assist with housing
needs, and principals, with the
logistics of the school system .
However, before the actual
whirlwind of staff activities begins,
some time of social gathering should
be planned.Teachers don't always
practice what they preach about
acceptance.The initial, official days
might seem less foreign and the
"inside" jokes less rude if some
personal contact had been planned
previously to ease the social tension
accompanying all the other con
fusing adjustments.
Personalities vary; not everyone
on staff will be "friends." In fact,
realistically, teachers socializing
only with other teachers is a rather
limited, even occasionally unhealthy
and threatening, perspective to the
profession and life, particularly in
small schools. Initially, however,
staff members are the only social
contacts many new teachers have
until they have settled in the church
and neighborhood of their choice.
Whenever possible, teachers should
introduce new colleagues to other
people in the community. Then
frequent, brief, casual contacts
extended over the school year can
fill a void without causing the
frustration of excessive, but short
lived, invitations treated as social
obligations.
The needs of teachers new to
the profession, not just the area, may
exceed the previously mentioned
welcome techniques in light of the
April-May CEJ issue addressing the
beginning teacher's fears and fail12

veteran teachers be
teachers on staff to
help them adjust to
new school setting?

ures.Rereading those articles in the
fall now may spur creative, helpful
responses from veteran teachers,
which would alleviate some of the
pain and pressure associated with
that first year of teaching.
Experienced or not, though,
new teachers need to take the
initiative to ask questions and seek
help. Veteran teachers need to
patiently allow the new teacher time
to develop in his or her role, not
judging too quickly, and tactfully
standing beside to offer assistance.
Sometimes new teachers might not
even know what questions to ask, or,
fearing the label of "rookie," they
might avoid asking.
I regretfully recall an incident
when one of my colleagues was
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having difficulty with student
attitude and behavior. I asked this
teacher, too casually, how things
were going.I did not really want or
expect an honest answer.Anyway, I
eased my conscience temporarily
when the answer came back, "Fine."
I quit asking but suspected the
difficulty did not improve.By the
time I did pursue it, some really
negative patterns had established,
making change much more difficult.
The teacher quit. Again I can ex
cuse myself by saying that's the
principal's job, which it is-if he or
she knows about it. Embarrassment
and/or pride may prevent the teacher
from sharing the problem, but other
teachers pick up on students'
comments before administration

ever does. Sensitivity and pro
fessionalism combined could
perhaps prevent some "bad" habits
and preserve some potentially good
teachers. We are in this profession
together.
Sometimes mistakes are made
because an educator might think all
Christian schools and communities
function similarly. Such an

assumption possibly caused the
problem in the other situation.
Without gossiping or being
judgmental, veteran teachers and
administration need to inform the
incoming teacher about the unique
ness of their particular constituency
and community.
The work environment of
Christian educators should be

supportive, not competitive or self
serving, so that students and parents
see a sincere effort on our part to
demonstrate the body of Christ.
I Thessalonians 5 : 1 1 reminds all
Christians to encourage each other
and to build each other up.What an
exciting witness and productive
team a staff could be if they prac
ticed that daily!

I am an experienced teacher in a new setting
where parents disagree with my discipline on
the basis of the children's reports. Instead of
coming to me, they call eacli other or even a
board member to discuss the matter.
What should I do?

he question is a legitimate
professional concern; how
ever, lack of information
allows for a variety of possibilities
to be feeding the dilemma. The
community/school may function that
way due to a combination of several
factors: lack of strong administration
and board, intimidation by previous
and/or current teachers, negative
"back fence" chit chat, modern
child-run families, power struggles,
or u n r e a l i s t i c e x p e c t a t i o n s .
Regardless, confrontation of the
issue is vital.The principal should
be willing to advise and assist; but if
not, delayed reconciliation or hoping
the issue will dissipate could tarnish
the teacher's professional reputation
or even cause some resentful
feelings to develop.Refusal on both
sides to confront these assumed

T

wrongs could create disharmony
with other parents, too.
The teacher must make the
initial contact now, creating a
collaborative mood to alleviate any
fears regarding a lack of objective
listening or retribution of the
student. Some parents actually do
suspect retaliation, but hopefully
not based on any current trends.
Possibly these parents were simply
justifying their own concerns by
seeking confirmation elsewhere, not
biblical according to Matthew 1 8 ,
but somewhat understandable if a
defensive response to criticism is
expected and no previous encour
agement of teacher contact was
practiced or recommended.A wise
colleague and, friend once taught me
that ignorance can easily be
forgiven. Blaming solves nothing

You are encouraged to send
questions on any topic
related to the Christian
teacher's role and response ,
regardless of grade level.
The editor will sollcit
responses from additional
sources when appropriate.

Address questions to:

and prevents the healing process that
is so necessary to dissolve the
personal disappointment and
professional affront.
As with any problem, after
other parties have vented feelings
and listened attentively with no
solution, a third party, appropriately
the principal, should be consulted to
work on a mutual resolution.
To avoid future difficulties, the
teacher should begin the year with a
letter of introduction, general class
information, and encouragement of
direct parent contact if questions or
disagreements should arise. At an
open house and in frequent news
letters, the administration should
reiterate a willingness of all teachers
to listen and recommend the proper
"chain of command" approach to
CEJ
classroom problems.

Marlene Dorhout
CEJ Query Editor
2135 S. Pearl
Denver, CO 80210
CONFIDENTIALITY IS ASSURED.
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-by RICK AND HOLLY EIGENBROOD

OILING THE GEARS
FOR NEWCOMERS
A

few years ago we decided to
take a year's leave of
absence from our current
positions and return to school. This
entailed moving to another city for
one year. We thought it best to make
the move before our four children,
ages 2, 5, 7, and 10 at that time,
were any older.
Our oldest's initial reaction,
"Why do we have to go? Can't I stay
here?", did not change even up until
moving day. Going into fifth grade,
he had established friendships and
did not eagerly anticipate making
new ones. The idea of walking into a
strange school and not knowing
anyone was terrifying. Both of us
had similar unhappy memories from
our own childhood, so we were
determined to make the transition as
smooth as possible for our children.
In early June, soon after getting
settled into our new home (a family
housing two-bedro om apartment
bursting at the seams with six
occupants), we made a visit to the
new school to enroll our children for
the coming school year.
For a favorable first impression
early June is not a good time to visit
any school, and this was no
exception. The construction going
on made it difficult to find a front
entrance, and it was even more
challenging to locate an office. We
did eventu ally find the office
(temporarily located in a closet due
to remodeling) and a cheerful
principal (retiring as of that day).
We successfully enrolled our three
oldest into kindergarten, second
grade, and fifth grade, but our initial
visit only increased our son's
negative feelings about the move.
Soon, our apprehensions began
to fade, however. Being in close

proximity to college family housing,
the school was accust omed to
receiving a large number of new
families in the community each year.
They had worked out a detailed
system of welcoming new students
and making the transition pleasant
In August, a few days before
the start of school, all new families
were invited to an ice cream social
at the school. At the social we
visited each o f the children's
classrooms and met their new
teachers. We were impressed by the
emphasis on the students being
made to feel welcome. It was not a
show for parents. In fact, when we
introduced ourselves to our son's
teacher, she immediately drew him
into a one-to-one convers ation,
almost as if we were not there.
Our son was then introduced to
a "buddy," a classmate who would
be Joel's right hand man for the
evening and the next few weeks of
school. Joel and his buddy, Michael,
looked around the room, found their
seats (next to each other), then
disappeared down the hallway to
check out the rest of the school. By
the end of the evening they had
discovered several mutual interests
and had made plans to meet in front
of the school on the first day of
classes. Michael and Joel did not
become the best of pals that year,
b ut the organized b uddy system
provided J oel with a friend to
answer his questions, to hang around
with at recess and, overall, to make
the orientation easier. (Our second
grader was also assigned a buddy.)
Our family's experience is not
unusual. Moving to a new
community is a common experience
for families in today's society. While
the reasons vary, the majority of
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these transfers are the result of a
family move. In fact, about one in
five families move each year. Moves
that include a change in community
and school transfers can greatly
affect children. Inevitably, children
and teens who move will go through
a period of both psychological and
social adjustment. The ease of this
adjustment depends on many factors
including personality differences,
prior experiences with moving,
relationships with friends, parental
attitudes, and age.
Studies suggest that children in
lower grades seem to adjust better
than teenagers, who often feel a
strong sense of identity with the
friends they must leave. The making
of new friends can help children and
youths adjust more quickly.
Fortunately, scho ols and
teachers can do a number of things
to help children overcome the
expected difficulties of their first
term in a new school. These efforts
can be both informal and formal.
Informal efforts may include
welcoming new students by
introducing them to classmates and
encouraging other students to
include new children in play and
leisure activities. Many schools have
fo und it prefera ble to establish
formal progra ms with clearly
developed orientation plans to help
new students adapt.
While each school should
develop a plan with particulars that
meet the needs of their community, a
good plan can be based on strategies
of other schools.
Identifying New Students

Whenever possible , schools
should attempt to identify new
students before the school year

begins. Administrators should try to
identify new families who have
school age children and are likely to
attend t h e i r school in t he fall .
Sources for such information might
include churches whose children
normally at tend a certain school,
groups such as Welcome Wagon that
are active in most communities, and
paren t s who contact t h e school
requesting registration information.

Registering Them Early
As soon as new families with
school children are ident ified,
parents should be encouraged to
enroll
their
children .
E arly
enrollment will allow the new
school to obtain school records from
prev ious schools so that relevant
information regarding students may
be obtained. Such information may
include special learning needs, past
concerns, and other data that may
aid the adjustment to t h e new
school. Early enrollment will also
allow the parents to become familiar
with the school and orientated to
school policies and practices.

Welcom ing Families
The transition of children to
new schools can be greatly enhanced
when new children get to know
other children who attended the

school previously. Sometimes this
occurs naturally when children meet
and become friends in neigh

the student listens.
Some schools choose to m atch
new students with a "buddy " who

borhoods or other places such as
churc h . Schools can encourage
acquaintances by asking established
families who have similar aged
children to make a special effort to
welcome new families in t h e
community through such efforts as
picnics . The school might even
choose to have a picnic or potluck
where new families are invited as
guests of other families.

will help orient them to the day-to
day routine of the school. Selecting
and recruiting buddies should be
done with c a r e . G oo d buddies
should be relatively secure about
their social position in the school
and should not be viewed in either
an excessively negative or positive

Orientating New Students
Shortly before the school year
begins, students should be allowed
to v isit the school and become
familiar with the physical setting,
teachers, and some students. Some
schools have found it beneficial to
have an open house where new
students and families may visit the
school. During their visit students
get an opportunity to meet their
teachers and some of the students
who will be their schoolmates. The
focus for such an open house should
be on the students, not on the
parents. For example, meeting the
teacher s ho u l d allow for an
interchange between teacher and
s t u d ent, as opposed to a visit
between parents and teacher while

perspe c t i v e by peer s . I d eally,
buddies s hould share similar
interests . They should always be of
the same gender. When a student
does agree to be a buddy to a new
student t he teacher should feel
relatively secure that he or she will
stick with this commitment for at
least a couple of weeks.
Making a start in a new school
can be very traumatic for children
and adolescen t s . A smoot h ,
comfortable transition t o the new
school will do much to ensure that
the new studen t will quickly
overcome his or her anxieties. No
one set of strategies will fit every
school and community situation, so
it is important that schools develop
a fitting plan to help new students
feel welcome and begin to function
as an integral part of their new
school.

CEJ
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,, I Wa s a S tra n g e r "
T

he teachers' lounge of Omni
Christian High didn't really
resemble an idyllic pasture
scene w ith a herd of contented
Holsteins chewing their cuds and
dreaming their milky dreams . I t's
true that lunch time was nearly over,
that brown bags had been emptied
and stomachs filled, that a quiescent
spirit of reverie s ee m ed to b e
floating around the room. It's also
true that John Vroom's shiny face
evinced a bovine-like fulfillment as
he munched the last sweet remnants
of his favorite jelly doughnut. But a
pastoral idyll? Not really.
There was Lucy Den Denker,
worrying how five-year-old Scotty
would react to his first dental visit
after school. And Ginny Traansma
riffling through the gospel music
she wanted her choir to try out this
year. And Matt DeWit chuckling
over the humor sections in the latest

Readers Digest, trying to find a few
jokes he could share with his next
hour's cl a s s . A n d through the
"asylum " walls, the shuffling and
squealing of hundreds of growing
bodies gave ample proof that lunch
hour offered a reprieve, maybe, but
no retreat from the daily challenges
of Christian education.
Now the door burst open and
secretary Jenny Snip rushed in,
alarm i n h er gray-green e y e s .
" Somebody c o m e quick," s h e
panted. "There's a fight i n the gym
and Dr. Carpenter is trying to break

it up, but I think she needs help. It's
that new kid Velasquez again." Bill
Silver abandoned his Wall Stre e t
Jo urnal and quickly strode w ith
intent into the hallway.
"My lands, what next?" moaned
Ginny.
"I s'pose Velasquez will get the
heave-ho this time," observed Steve
Van der Prikkel. "And that' s a
shame. I've got him in biology, and
he's not a bad kid. He just seems to
have trouble making friends."
" H e ' s got a strange way of
trying," quipped DeWit.
"Well, I understand those
Voddema brothers have been pick
ing on him, calling him 'spic' and
stuff like that," responded Steve.
The door opened again, and a
slightly ruffled E sther Carpenter
strode in, Silver o n her heel s .
"Everything under control, doctor? "
inquired Ginny, not quite able to
suppress the concern in her voice.
Carpenter poured herself some
hot water and searched for a tea bag.
Then she turned to Ginny and
replied, "The Voddemas and Jose are
waiting for their parents to come and
get them. I'm going to visit all of
them after school for a little talk."
She dangled the bag of caffeine-free
herbal tea inside the hot water and
resumed : "But that little talk won't
solve the problem of making Jose
feel at home here at Omni, will it?"
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The principal wearily dropped
herself into an easy chair across
from Vroom. "I don't think it's really
an ethnic problem, either," she con
tinued. "Most of our ethnic minority
students are integrated fairly well,
as w ell as most of the 'maj ority '
students. But what do we do for the
new kid on the block, like Jose
Velasquez? "
John Vroom shifted his well-fed
thighs as a preliminary clue that he
was about to say som ething. "I
don't know what we can do," he
began, "but I do happen to know
something about being a new kid on
the block. I was a PK, you know,
and we moved three times between
my kindergarten and college years.
I don't think I ever told you, but
when my dad accepted another call
when I was fifteen, and we were
going to move clear acro s s the
country, I wanted to die."
Vroom's voice trembled as the
memory began to stir the tempest of
emotions from those many years
ago. All eyes were on him when he
continued. "I didn't want to go. It
had taken me two years to get some
friends, not many, but it was all I
needed. And I had finally gotten a
part-time job I liked. I felt at home
there. It was where I thought I
belonged. I didn't want to leave.
"But Dad took the call, and we
left. I hated that new place-the
people, the church, the school, the
teachers, the kids. It was never easy

-by H. K. ZOEKLICHT

for me to make friends, you know,
and then to . . . . " John's voice trailed
off, and he s h i fted h i s position
again, uneasily this time.
His colleagues waited respect
fully for him to continue, moved by
the past hurt deep inside the B ible
teacher whose corpulent surface had
always hidden his tormented youth.
S truggling for control, John
resumed . " I don't know why I'm
telling you all this. Except to say
that for some kids who happen to be
shy and maybe awkward, who have
a hard time fitting in, to be the new
kid on the block is hell. High school
was three years of hell for me. I was
mad at everybody. And all the time
I felt, well, worthless , you know.
Girls wouldn't look at me, nobody
invited me to join anything, nobody
,eared about me. I don't know this
kid you're talking about, but I know
what it feels like to be a stranger
who doesn't belong anywhere. "
Extremely self-conscious now,
John Vroom awkwardly began to
grope inside his brown bag for the
truffle he'd sneaked in there and had
meant to save for a mid-afternoon
delight. But the principal's gentle
voice reassured him : "Thank you
for sharing that with us, John. I'm
so glad you did. I hope you will
con sider talking about that in a

chapel speech sometime; I think the
students would really be blessed by
it."
"I really appreciated it too ,
John, " added Lucy softly. "It makes
it clear how absolutely important it
is for us as a school to make new
students feel welcome."
"But how, for instance?" asked
DeWit.
"Well, for starters, " responded
Dr. Carpenter, "let's make sure every
teacher knows who the new students
in his or her class are. That should
be easy enough to do. "
"Yes, that's a g ood idea," agreed
Steve Vander Prikkel. "But beyond
that, how about asking one teacher
to function as a mentor for the new
student. This teacher would make it
a point to take an active interest in
the student, talk with him or her at
least once a week, and just generally
get to know that student and keep an
eye on how things are working out.
Of course, it would have to be the
right matc h . I m ean the student
should be able to feel at home with
the mentor. Speaking of home, it
might even be a good idea to invite
the student home sometime. What
do you think? "
" E xce l l e nt," rem arked the
principal.
"I feel much better
already. And would you be that

mentor-teacher for our friend Jose
Velasquez , Steve? "
" Sure, I'd be happy to give it a

try. "
" Wonderful !
Any
other
suggestions, anybody? "
" Ye s , " responded Lucy, " I
wonder if it would be a good idea to
use a buddy system for the strangers
among us. We would try to match
one of the regular students with the
new student. The one would take
the other underw ing , so to speak,
make him feel welcome, show him
or her around, introduce him to
others, to extra-curricular activities
and so on. "
"Yeah, that sounds good too,"
agreed Matt. "I guess there's really
a lot more we can do that we're not
doing now."
Carpenter rose, walked up to
Vroom , s hook h i s h a n d , and
said, " Thanks agai n , J o h n , for
inspiring us to some good thinking.
Our next faculty meeting will focus
on this issue. And I think my visits
this afternoon will be all the more
valuable now. "
With that, the principal briskly
exited the lounge, leaving behind a
beaming John Vroom, his heart too
full now to respond, and his mouth
too , as it savored the delectable taste
of the rum-flavored truffle.
No, this had not been a pastoral
idyll . Omni's asylum offered no
reprieve from Christian education,
not even during lunch time.
CEJ
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-by ROSALIE B . ICENHOWER

Professional Principal
or Just
' 'New Girl' ' ?
o you are a s uccessful,
professional educator just
stepping into your first full
time position as a Christian school
principal? Congratulations are surely
in order.But if you happen to be a
woman, you may have a few
surprises ahead as well.
One would assume that sexism
died with the expiration of the last
two decades, when women's rights
were actively pursued. But the
reader of recent studies of women
school administrators soon realizes
this is far from true.
Even in this decade women are
reluctantly chosen as leaders. Gloria
C. Fauth's research from the mid
eighties shows that, while women
fill 83 percent of the nation's
elementary teaching positions, only
20 percent of all elementary
principals are women. I would
ha zard a guess that these per
centages are even more widely
separated in Christian schools,
where married women (especially)
are not taken seriously as
professionals and seldom occupy the
principal's office. Gross and Trask
reported in 1 9 7 6 that female
principals had more years of
teaching experience (fifteen for
women, compared with five for
men), and that 34 percent of male
eleme ntary ad ministrators had
never taught on the elementary
level, compared with only 3 percent
of the women principals.
Does it surprise you that women
are seen as out-of-orsfinary if they
are able to bring effective leadership
to a school? Studies by Bach ( 1 976)

S
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and Fauth ( 1 984) show that female
administrators possess all the same
qualities o f leadership and ad
ministrative capabilities as their
male counterparts: they can create
school "climate," perceive and solve
problems, take appropriate actions,
and facilitate favorable relations
between the school and community.
It just takes longer for women
administrators to hit their stride.A
man begins his administrative career
surrounded by an aura of positive
expectations.A woman must expend
a great deal of time and energy to
convince others of her leadership
capabilities, as well as juggle the
important details of the adminis
trative position she has assumed.
One woman Christian school
administrator is still being asked two
questions by people within her home
church: 1 ) whether or not the school
has found a "permanent" admin
istrator yet (which implies that she is
mere "interim"), and 2) how her
"little school" is doing these days
(expecting to hear of its early
demise). When she replies
courteously, of course-that she i s
the permanent administrator and in
the fifth year of her tenure in that
position, and that her "little school"
has grown to 500 students and more
than forty faculty and staff positions,
her interrogator moves swiftly away,
not altogether sure that the principal
is being truthful!
Besides being seen as ineffec
tive leaders, women administrators
are subject to another myth: that
they are never able to gain the
support of the community. As a
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matter of fact, women principals
work effectively with parents.
Parents become more involved in
the entire educational process under
the leadership of a woman than they
do when a man is principal, says
M.H.Messinger.
Nevertheless, according to
Messinger, women administrators
often have to contend with what he
calls the "mafia mothers," a small
but significant group of (usually)
bright, attractive women not
employed outside the home.They
often talk of going back to work or
establishing a career when their .
children are older.In the meantime,
however, they are harshly critical of
leadership emanating from the
woman principal. Perhaps they see
her role as a condemnation of their
own lack of education or meaningful
goal setting.
Most of us find it difficult to
believe that such a "mafia" could
possibly operate within a Christian
school; yet, a number of principals
affirm that they have had to
overcome such a group. One
woman's first year as principal was a
particularly trying time.Because she
had been promoted from within the
ranks of the faculty, the "mafia" also
included some of her own staff who
gloried in shooting her down at any
moment. It took stamina and just
plain guts to maintain her equi
librium and poise, not to lash out,
condemn, or retaliate in kind.In the
years that have followed, her
reorganized staff has rallied into a
unified, loyal group, and the parents
have l ikewise become staunch

supporters . The principal readily
admits that she has become a wiser,
more sensitive person because of the
refi n i n g fire k i n d l e d u n der h er
during that year.
It may come as a surprise to
aspiring, competent women to learn
that they are perceived as having no
experience or training in admin
i s tration . Accord i n g to Yeakey,
Johnston, and Adkison (1986), many
more women hold administrative
certification than those who apply
for or fill administrative posts. Sex
ro l e s tereotypes a n d sex -role
socialization have effectively
d i m i n i s h ed the probabi l i ty that
women will actively s eek these
po s i ti o n s . In C hr i s tian s c h o o l
communities m a n y well- qualified
wom en are n o t g i v en serious
c o n s ideration
as
princ ipal s ,
especially i n the l arger, urban
s c h o ol s .
( C o u n t the w o m e n
ad m i n i s trators i n the various
Christian school directories.)
I must clarify that I am not a so
called feminist with an axe to grind.
In my own case, I did not struggle to
become a principal . The school
board decided to appoint me to the
position even before I knew there
was an opening for the job. I am
extremely grateful for those who
showed confidence in my leadership
abilities , and the j o y and grati
fication I experience daily in my
work is a confirmation that it is my
calling from the Lord.
What can other women teachers
do i f they desire to b e c o m e
principals? Perhaps mentoring i s an
idea whose time has come. Judith
Dodgson defines a m e n tor as a
trusted and experienced counselor
who i n fluences t h e career de-

velopment o f an assoc iate in a
warm, caring, helping relationship.
Mentors are m o s t helpful and
necessary when the woman makes
the transition from teacher to vice
principal. At this stage it is often the
mentor who urges the teacher to
apply for the position and then
encourages her as she assumes the
task. A teacher c annot force her
princ ipal to become a mentor, of
c o u r s e . S h e m u s t s h o w by h er
attitudes , preparation s , and work
that s h e a s p i r e s to b e c o m e an
administrator-and then trust God to
work it all out in his own way and
time.
"Old boys" networks have been
in place for many years , even in
Christian schools, and it has only
re cently o cc urred to w o m en to
network as well. Rather than to have
an " old girls" network competing
with the "old boys," it is of greater
value for all to work together. This
is being achieved to a certain degree
by such group s as the Northwest
Association of C hristian S chool
Administrators (NAC S A) on the
Seattle Pacific University campus,
begun by Dr. Judith Fortune in 1986.
Monthly breakfast meetings provide
not only informative professional
programs, but an excellent exchange
of i deas and helps as w e l l as
networking on an informal, personal
level.
That it is a tougher job to be a
woman administrator seem s to be
universally agreed upon . June E .
Gabler (1987) tells o f the shock of
finding that becoming a principal
meant relinquishing her old friend
ships with teacher colleagues. It
often takes a principal more than a
full year to real ize that a loss of

close friendships is m ore or less
permanent, not because of dimin
ishing care or respect, but because of
the changed role in becoming " the
boss . " This, then, is another surprise
for the new woman principal; her
close friendships probably will not
be established with her own school
colleagues.
Being competent and credible in
the role is even more important for
the woman administrator than for a
m ale counterpart. Bringing lead
ership to a school takes long hours,
hard work, planning, organization ,
and
dec i sion
m aki n g .
More
important for a Christian woman, it
takes faith and prayer that the work
she does will have nothing at all to
do with gender but everything to do
with glorifying the Lord Jesus Christ.
This must be shown in the way she
relates to others in the sch ool
community as a whole and in the
leadership she can provide for the
staff and students God has placed in
her school.
The core problem of women
administrators remains that of low
expectation s , not of ability, com
petency, or training. Many of us have
" come a long way, Baby," but we
still have a long way to go. All of us,
male and female, must work for the
day when w e are no longer
recognized as " new g irls on the
block" or "old boy insiders," but as
respected administrators serving our
Lord in Christian schools.
CEJ

RosalieB.Icenlt.oweris

principal Of�erllage Christ¥m.
Sci�iifl in Bothell, Washington. "
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-by ELSIE NAVIS

WHOLE LANGUAGE
FOR ' ' OLD ' ' TEACHERS
omething i s f r ightening
many teachers these days.
I t 's called the Whole
Language Philosophy. I 'd like to
allay those fears by sharing some of
my experiences with you.
I'm an old teacher. For the first

S

thirty years of my career I used basal
readers and workbooks religiously.
Mond ay-read story; Tuesday
-phonic s; Wednesday-com pre
hen sion, and so on and so forth.
Writing was something that was
done on Fridays if we got the rest of
the work finished . Y o u get the
picture: a rigid system in which we
proceeded from page to page until
we reached the end of the book. The
students learned to read and to write
with varying degrees of success.
Some of them enjoyed the process,
but more hated language arts and
workbooks and never knew what to
write when it was time to write. If
the assigned writing had to b e
finished another day, the completed
project seemed to be two completely
different stories.
Through the years I did make
some changes, one of which was the
use of personal j ournals. One year
something happened that was to
have a dramati c , r a d ical, and
permanent effect on my language
arts program. It was September. The
new grade three students began to
write in their journals. I read them
and I was amazed. These students

were exhibiting writing skills that no
grade three students had ever shown
before. They wrote in poetry, in
dialogue, and in story form, as well
as in the personal narrative!
I dashed down the hall to
Alvina Dost's g r a d e two r o o m .
"What have y o u done to g e t this
quality of writing? " I demanded.
" A h ! " she replied . " That's
Whole Language. " Alvina patiently
explained the rudiments of the

20

Teaching became more exciting than it had
ever b een. With the students having m ore
ownership of the learning process they were
much more committed to com pleting a
proj ect and took much m ore pride in doing
quality work.

approach and recommended a
Whole Language conference.
Whole Language, I discovered,
is a child-centered holistic approach
that ensures the active involvement
of the child. It surrounds the child
with language at various levels and
provides multiple opportunities for
the c h i l d to use language in a
meaningful way. Skills are taught as
part of the writing process , and
never in isolation . Some of the
strategies that have been developed
to achieve this are 1 ) provision of a
literate environment, 2) experiences,
3 ) shared reading using quality

odically a slavish return to the basal
reader and the workbook s . The
withdrawal symp toms f r o m the
basals are every bit as painful as for
any addict (at least so it seemed to
me). What happened, though, is that
e v e r y t i m e I r e t u r n e d to t h e
workbooks, I became more critical
of them and began to see that many
of the exercises had little value other

literature, 4) dictated stories (at
primary level ) , 5 ) process writing,
6) conferencing and publishing, 7)
interpretive language arts activities,
8) evaluation (mainly summative).
After three days of intensive
work at the conference, I returned to

professional to decide on activities
for my students without someone,
some person who must know more

Neerlandia and began to hesitantly

of the watered-down versions in the

the

reader. On comparison, the originals

suggested techniques. With lots of
encouragement from Alvina, I
forged ahead . I was delighted .
Teaching became more exciting than
it had ever been. With the students
having more ownership of the
learning process they were much
more committed to completing a

were overwhelmingly more popular
with the class than the reader
versions. Of course! They're rich in
language and description. No matter
that there were words they di dn't
understand. We used the context to
help us determine meanings.
The second year I planned

project and took much more pride in
doing quality work.
I won't say there wasn't a lot of
nail biting on my part and peri-

themes (integrat i n g with other

experiment
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with

some

of

than keeping the students busy (and
giving me something to mark ) . I
used them less, but the following
year I ordered a complete set of
workbooks again-I just didn't dare
to rely on my own ability as a

than I, to decide what was best for
my students.
Nevertheless, I persevered . I
began to use original stories instead

subjects) to cover the whole year. I
collected lots of books on the chosen
themes, and away we went. We read,

sitting or sprawling anywhere in the
room. We shared our reading. We
created new endings for stories. We
read together and told what we
would have had happen next if we
had been the author of the book.
And we wrote! Since we had so
many books on the theme in our
room, students built up vocabulary
and knowledge of the topic. All the
techniques of brainstorming, listing,
charts, and so on (many of which
have always been used by teachers)
gave students lots of words and
ideas to draw upon in their writing
(though they were not bound to
writing about the theme). Stories or,
rather, books-which took weeks to
write, share, revise, and publish
were written.
Then we discovered that we
could use any of our own books to
study story grammar, find descrip
tive passages, and do all the other
things w e w e r e doing with
commercially prepared material.
What an exciting day when a child
discovered that he or she was a real
author whose work was recognized
by class and teacher, along with that
of adult authors, as worthy of use in
lessons, as a choice for independent
reading time, or for sharing with a
grade one reading partner. It was
great.
There are so many things to tell
about our Whole Language exper
ie nces, but I'll focus on the writing
aspect. Each day we have a forty
minute writing period. Though the
writing often is an outgrowth of
some activity (book, story, poem,
excursion), and s o m etim e s the
format is dictat e d by me, the
students usually are free to choose
their own topics. There is never any
student who doesn't know what to
write. By the time I reach the
classroom they have their writing
folders out and are writing. I could
stay away the whole period and the
majority would continue writing. I
emphasize this because it indicates
the attitude they have toward writing
and is something that rarely
happened in the past.
Stories continue from one day
to the next. No longer do I get

wntmg that seems to be two
different stories. Now the student
has control of the topic and is vitally
interested in completing the story.
He or she has something to tell and
isn't just writing on a topic assigned
by me. One grade four girl told me
she is writing a sequel to a story she
wrote in grade three. Sometimes the
students lose interest in a story only
to pick it up later in the year and
rework it.
During the writing process we
c o n fe r e n ce -teac h e r - s t u d e n t ,
student-student, or whole class
sharing and critiquing the work. No
changes are made without the
author's approval; the student has
ownership of the writing.
The culmination of all the
students' hard work in writing is
publishing the story. It may simply
be posted on the bulletin board; it
may be printed in the school
newsletter; it may be read to the
principal or to another class; or it
may be typed, illustrated, laminated,
and bound.
Ownership of the learning
process may be one of the most
important aspects of the Whole
Language approach to teaching

language arts. That is not to say that
the child controls what goes on in
the room, rather that he or she has
much input. Isn't that what we as
Christians believe-that each of us
is responsible before God? Let's
enable our children to take responsi
bility in the learning area, too.
Another very important aspect
is that every child succeeds in this
approach. No one is forced to
struggle through textual material
that is too difficult for him or her.
One child may not progress beyond
the personal narrative and the use of
only capitals and periods, while
another is writing lengthy books
divided into chapters and using
complex sentences, or writing plays.
The important thing is that both are
learning, both are progressing at a
rate that is right for them, and both
have a good self image because both
are successful.
One of my concerns of using
the Whole Language approach to
teaching was how one goes about
teaching such things as spelling,
punctuation, and grammar. I do
continue to have weekly spelling
lists, though purists insist this is not
necessary. Though I still have some

con cern s about how well the
students do learn punctuation skills,
I believe they learn the various skills
when they are ready for them
when they need them for the piece
of writing they are working on.
Sometimes I take either the whole
class or a group of students and
teach them some specific skill s .
Then I expect them to be aware of
and attempt to use these skills when
wri ti n g . O n e s tudent u s ed no
punctuation in his writing. S ince I
had repeatedly dealt with the use of
capital s and period s , I was not
expecting him to produce them out
of a vacuum . One day when attempt
ing to read his j ournal, I wrote to
him , "I am having some difficulty
reading this because you have used
no punctuation marks. " In his next
journal entry he wrote, "I've decided
to use punctuation . " From then on
he worked on attempting to punc
tuate his work correctly. That, I
think , is one of the beauties of
Whole Language-the child learns a
specific skill because he is ready for
it and sees the need for it.
There are still times I worry
wh ether or not the students are
learning all the proper suffixes ,
syllabication rules , and all those
other things I had been taught were
so important. (It's hard to break old
habits.) But when they write things
such as, "It was a misty morning in
the dawn of time . . . ," I realize that
they are learning to express them
selves beautifully without knowing
whether they are using phrases or
clauses , adverb s or adj ec ti ve s .
Someday they may learn all o f the
proper terms, but for now they are
doing w hat is m ore importan t
learning to communicate through
reading and writing.
S ince using this approach to
teaching, I have grade three students
using ellipses to show that time has
passed or asterisks for a footnote,
colons, dots, parentheses-none of
which have been in any third grade
program that I've seen-and all
learned because the stu dents have
seen the need for them . S ometimes
they pick up these skills from their
reading, sometimes they ask how to
indicate the passage of time, and
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sometimes I point out these possi
bilities to them while conferencing
with them.
So many exciting things happen
in my class each day. When we read
or discuss something, one or more
students will often say, "I feel like
writing in my folder now ! " And
sometimes they do. One morning we
rejoiced in the beautiful sunrise God
had given us that morning, and even
before we had opening devotions,
the
students
w ere
writing
descriptions of the sunrise-some of
which fo und th eir way into
subsequent writing-and poems and
prayers of praise to God.
The data is not all in on Whole
Language yet and won't be until it
has been in use for many years. As
with every m eth o d , there are
advantages and drawback s . All
educators know there are a variety
of learning styles and a variety of
teaching styles . For thirty years I
taught the traditional way. Hundreds
of children learned to read and write

using that method. For the last four
years I have been using the Whole
Language approach, and the students
are learning to read equally well, but
to write m uc h be tter quality
m ateri al . The big differe n c e , I
believe, is that they are having much
more fun doing it, learning much
m ore about how stories are put
together; and they see themselves as
authors, too-as worthwhile people
who can read and write.
It's scary to start something
new. The scariest thing I did was to
break my reliance on the basals, but
th e reward s are tremendous . I
heartily encourage all of you to try
it. Start gradually. Try one theme for
a week or two. Then branch out.
Gradual l y s w i tc h comp letely.
Remember, you are still directing
the learning.
CEJ
Elsie Navis teaches third grade
at Neerlandia School in

Neerlandia, Alberta.

-by TYKE TENNEY

WINNING
ATTITUDES
ast year in an exhibition
gam e , a m ajor league
baseball player intentionally
hit a batter with a pitched ball. The
batter's " crime" was that the
previous season he had hit a home
run off this same pitcher. This is just
one example of the decline of
sportsmanship in North America.
Problems in U.S . sports arose when
sports began in th e n i neteenth
century, and they have increased in
number and intensity.
A positive approach to character
development in our coaching can be
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a good example for other athletes
and can be profitable for the team's
performance.
The coach has been entrusted
with great responsibilities . These
incl ude not only teach ing the
techniques of required movements,
but also developing each player's
character and attitude. The enduring
values of sports are more important
than the simple accomplishment of
certain physical acts.
Play your best every minute
that you are in competition. Athletes
need to know how to get the best

from their talents. The coach needs
to know not only how to motivate
the athletes but how to manipulate
the game situations to achieve 100
percent efforts. In a game where the
other team is far ahead or far behind,
the coach can work on developing
the bench or one particular aspect of
the game, perhaps a better defense.
For this reason, I believe it is
never proper to ask an athlete to turn
in a performance that is less than
100 percent unless there is injury
involved. I would rather see a team
work on bunting than strike out on
purpose to speed up a game that is a
rout. A basketball team can work on
passing if that team is superior to its
opponent. It is the responsibility of
the coach to keep the game from
getting out of hand. Revenging a
loss or embarrassing a team has no
place in sports, and it is up to the
coaches to act professionally in such
situations. Each athlete should play
to the maximum ability, as if it were
his or her last gam e. Each team
member should also try to bring out
the best in each teammate.
Love a challenge. Each athlete
should w ant to play again st the
school star. Too many times, I hear
coaches and players hoping and
counting on one of their opponents
to be injured or not to play. Athletes
should desire to match their best
effort aga i n s t the best o f their
opponents, knowing that it will
bring out the best in them .
Know the rules of the g ame
and play by them. The athlete should
know the situation that he or she is
in and how the rules of the game can
help the team to win. For example,
understanding the infield fly rule
and when it applies can result in a
good defensive play. My infielders
go out after any close pop fly near
the infield to get the infield fly call
because the rule states that the ball
must be "caught by an infielder with
ordinary effort. " The coach should
insist that the athletes play by the
rules and should not allow any
hedging. Cheating on rules carries
over into later life. It does matter
whether you win or lose, but also
important is how you play the game.
Show respect. The coach needs

Athletes must be
taught to keep their
composure on the
field. They should
learn how to be
gracious winners as
well as graceful losers.

to instill a love for the sport and its
people. The athletes must respect all
the coaches and groundskeepers.
Competitors should show respect to
parents and other team supporters
that come to the event. Opposing
players, their parents, and supporters
deserve first-class treatment when
they come to your school or field.
During the game, players should not
yell insults to other competitors or
fans. My athletes have a rule that
they are allowed to yell only posi
tive comments to their teammates
during the game.
Team equipment and school
facilities need to be treated with care
by the athletes who use them. An
equipment manager is usually in
charge of bringing the equipment to
and from the game site , but the
athletes are i n charge o f the
equip ment during th e gam e .
Equipment should be used only for
its designed purpose. (Baseball bats
and football helmets are not used to
pound loose nails into the bench .)
Each player m u s t take on the
responsibility of protecting the field
against any vandalism or damage. A
player should treat oppon ents'
facilities with the same respect.
Athletes must be taught to keep
their composure on the field. They
should learn how to be gracious
winners as well as graceful losers.
Regardless of score, the competitors
need to shake hands and congrat
u1ate each other for doing their best.
Athletes cannot allow hecklers or
bad calls to distract them from what
they have to do in the game. When
the game begins, the player cannot
be thinking about not being awarded
a scholarship, not being selected for
an all-star gam e , or not starting .
Complete attention must be placed

on the job he or she must do as part
of the team . Each team m ember
should take long road trips and
cancelled games all in stride. He or
she needs to realize that blisters ,
bruises, and other inj uries are all
part of the game.
One important job of the coach
i s that of keeping everybody in
touch with the game. This concept
begins in practice; everyone should
be involved. No athlete should feel
that he or she is just standing around
or wasting time. During the game,
the n o n -playing ath lete should
encourage and compliment team
m ates , realizing that starti ng
positions are won with skills. Each
player is to act as a cheerleader,
helping to pump up the team. The
player who is not playing should
stay alert and watch the game so that
he or she will know the situation and
tenor of the game when called to
play.
Finally, b e g e n tl e m e n a n d
ladies off the field. Athletes should
act appropriately on the bus or van
and in the restaurants. In addition,
student atheletes must understand
that their primary responsibility is
academ i c w ork . T h i s m u s t be
explained and encouraged by the
coach.
Every coach real izes that
coaching involves much more than
just filling in the starters in the book.
Besides techniques , it deals with
relationships, effort, and attitudes in
a competitive setting . Many pro
fessional sports present our young
athletes with poor e x amples of
sportsmanship. The responsibility of
teac h i n g good sports m an s h ip ,
therefore, fal l s o n the c oach .
Teaching winning attitudes not only
builds character but also puts more
games in the "win" column.
CEJ

Tyke Tenney, curreftlly a

ldndergarten teacher at
Friendship Cen.IT'al School in
WeUsville, New York. luu also
taught inte1"1nediate grades in
addition to writing

professionally.
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A Christian

hope, not just criticism. Keeping in
mind these two basic goals, we set
up our media course.

Mold

How We Set Up the Course
The first thing we decided to do
was compile a folder of readings for
our students. The folder is divided
into each of the units in the
course -communication, radio,
newspaper, television, advertising,
and film-and provides students
with articles, exercises, introductory
quizzes, and assignments for group
work on the various units. Students
buy the folders from the school (as
insurance against damage) and are
refunded the money upon safe return
of the folders for resale the
following year. The folder is a
valuable resource, and our
arrangement gives the school's
photocopier a break.
Some teachers also use a
textbook in their media courses. One
of them is Jeffrey Schrenk's
Understanding the Mass Media,
which focuses on media in the
United States.The Ontario Ministry
of Education is currently working on
a much-needed text that will have
Canadian statistics and readings.
We begin our media course with
a unit on communication and
perspective in media. In this unit, we
study the conditions necessary for
real and meaningful communication
and the biblical norms for
communication ; we do self
examinations of the influence of
media in our own personal lives, and
we look briefly at the historical
development of media from
hieroglyphics to VCRs.
Following are the radio,
television, and newspaper units, on
which we spend from two to three
weeks each. During this time we
make great use of our audio-visual
equipment. We not only listen to
early radio plays and view television
sit-coms and soaps but also write
and produce our own radio dramas
and television shows.
In the newspaper journalism
unit we spend a week examining the

for
Media Values
Y

ou've heard the statistics: by
the time you're sixty, you
will have seen or heard
about fifty million advertising
messages; eightecn-year-olds have
already witnessed 1 3 ,000 televised
murders and five times as many
violent acts; there are 1 , 1 94
television stations in the United
States, 8 ,000 radio stations, and the
same number of daily newspapers;
ninety-eight percent of all
households contain one television
set, and fifty-nine percent have more
than one set, not to mention the
radios, magazines, and video
cassettes that permeate our house
holds every day.
Psychologists spend entire
careers studying the effects of
television-viewing and radio
listening on both chi l dren and
adults, and investigative reporters
are paid thousands to inform
consumers when they are getting
ripped off by prod u c ts sold by
companies willing to pay millions
for slick advertising campaigns.
The media dominate contem
porary North American culture, and
every day Christians are forced to
make decisions regarding television,
radio, advertising, fi lm, and
newsprint. Christian educators are
increasingly aware o f the tre
mendous need for a high school
values course in mass media.
24

Why We Set Up a Course
Considering these sobering
statistics and the role of the
Christian in the media culture,
Anton Brink and I designed a course
that would teach our students to be
discerning Christians in a world that
is increasingly shaped by the values
and beliefs set by the media. Brink,
the media teacher at London
Christian High School in Ontario,
encourages his students to become
junk detectors.
Dr.Quentin Schultze, a Calvin
College professor in media studies,
writes that over time , we will
become like those with whom we
communicate. It doesn't take a
detective to find a lot of junk (and
some good) in the media. As
Schultze suggests, without discern
ment, Christian media consumers
face a dangerous situation. Other
more traditional high school courses
alone are not adequate for building
critical media users. In today's
world, media courses may be as
important as literature courses.
While our media course is
designed to instill in our students an
awareness of the tremendous
influence and effect of the media,
we hope that the course will also
stimulate our students to struggle
with the fundamental question of
how they, as Christians, should
respond to and use the various
media for the furtherance of God's
Kingdom.We try to cultivate some
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contents of a variety of daily papers.
Students work on a series of activity
shee t s based on sport s , pol itical
cartoons, and front-page headlines.
They discover the tone of a well
written editorial by clipping it out
and explaining why it is included in
that particular newspaper. They cut
out the day's front-page headl ines
and explain why the editors have
chosen to give certain stories front
page space and why some headlines
are larger than others. Each of these
units is completed with a tour of a
local television and radio station
and newspaper plant.
Perhaps the most intriguing unit
for o u r s t udent s is t h e o n e on
advertising. In this unit we study
newspaper, magazine, and television
advertisements, analyzing them and
evaluating
them
for
hidden
messages, unethical approaches, or
m i s leading
infor m a t ion.
We
discover
the
i m p or t ance
of
perception on the part of the viewer
and the effect of advertising on
television progr am m ing. More
important perhaps, we discuss the
need for Christians in the field of
advertising, and we challenge our
students to consider careers in this
area so that advertising, too, can be
redeemed for Christ. When students
film their own com mercials at the
end of the unit, they begin to realize
the difficulties a Christian advertiser
faces.
The course culminates with the
film unit, which greatly interests our
students. Movies-whether at the
theater or at home on the VCR-are
high on the list of entertainment for
high school kids. In this uni t we
s tudy the techniques of f i l m

of a "premiere" movie shown during
t he l a s t w e ek of school. Every
s tudent gets caught u p in the

and after the course. Administrators,
too, are excited about a media
course, agreeing that students are

product ion, and w e examine the

excitement of making a movie.

challenged to become discerning
Christians in contemporary society,
a major goal in every high school.
CEJ

history of f ilm, including silent
movies and Soviet fi l m s. We also
discover the importance of movie
reviews by reviewing contemporary
film s from a Christian perspective
and v e r b a l izing our opinion s
through a "Siskel and Ebert" type
simulation in front of the class.
The highlight of this unit and
the course as a whole is the student
production of a movie. In groups of
four, students act as directors, actors,
and cinematographers in the m aking

Putting It to the Test
We placed our newly-structured
m edia course into our respective
curriculum s for the first tim e last
year, and, although we found the
course to be highly effective, we
also realized the need to update the
resources almost annually to enable
the course to remain effective. This,
we agreed, is a small task in light of
the m any positive comments w e
received from our students during

Ron B. De Boer teaches at

Chatham District Christian

Secondary School in Chatham,
Ontario.
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-by GORDON L. BORDEWYK

Studying God's Story

W

hat m akes a C hri stian
school a Christian school?
To some observers, the one
thing distinguishing a Christian
school from the public school down
the street is that the Christian school
includes mandatory B ible classes.
Of course, readers of this journal
know be tter. Indeed, the B ible
pro vides a foundation for the
program of a Chri stian school ,
suggests a perspective on all
subjects , and serves a devotional
purpose in the life of the school. But
as theologian John Bolt notes, the
Christian school "also considers the
Bible in a distinctly 'academic' way,
as a subject among other subjects.
This role of Scripture must not be
confused or merged with the other
valid roles S cripture plays in the
school. The teaching of Bible must
retain its own integrity. "
The teac h i n g o f B ible has
changed over the years, with various
emphases predominating in different
eras . Recently the story approach
has attracted much attention. This is
the approach that provides the basis
for Christian Schools International's
new Bible series, The Story of God
and His People.
26

God's Word is a given. The
way we study his Word must reflect
our understanding of God and of the
way he reveals himself to us in the
B ible. The teacher guides of the
new series point out that "God chose
to give us his Word in the form of a
story. His people have been telling
and retelling this story for thou
sands of years . When students are
immersed in the wonderful, true
story, they begin to understand who
they are , where they have come
from , and what their lives are all
about "
The academic study of the Bible
must take into account the contours

of the story, without restructuring
the material or imposing another
framew ork on i t . It is not by
mistake or accident that the Bible
comes to us as it does. This divinely
inspired book is a record of God's
dealing with his people, expressed in
a variety of genres-narratives, pro
phecies, poems, historical and legal
do c u m e n ts , w i sdom l iterature ,
letters, and apocalyptic visions. In
i ts broad patterns it tells of the
creation of the world and human
beings, the fall of the human race
into sin, God's work of redemption
and the sending of his Son to the
world, Christ's ministry and atoning
work, the founding of the Church,
and anticipation of Christ's return .
The Bible's story has its own shape
and structure, and our teaching of it
should reflect that structure. Thus,
the presentation of the Bible in CSI's
curriculum is organized chronolog
ically rather than thematically or
doctrinally.
That doesn't mean that major
themes are omitted or overlooked.
Rather, the individual stories are
studied in their own right and in the
way they relate to the overall story.
" Th e i n di v idual stories are not
isolated from each other, and every
story leads to the next one. The
same kinds of events happen over
and over, and the same themes echo

Aims of The Story of God and His People
1 . To present the Bible as the story of God's acts and words, written so
that his people might know God and themselves, accept his gift of salvation,
and live lives of joyful service and obedience.
2. To teach the Bible not as a history book, a theological treatise, or a rule
book, but as the divinely inspired and infallible Word of God, each part of
which has a particular purpose and fits into the overall purpose of the Bible.
3. To help students make an informed commitment to Christ as Savior and
Lord and to live out that commitment through love, obedience, and service in
ways that are appropriate for their spiritual maturity.
4. To immerse students in the stories and the writings in the Bible so that
they may grow in knowledge, wisdom, sensitivity, and creativity.
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Goals of The Story of God and His People
throughout the Bible. To understand
the story as a whole, we must follow
the story from beginning to end."
Central to this understanding of
S cripture and to this method of
teaching the B ible is the need to
listen to God speaking through his
Word. This is literally the case for
students in the earl y elem entary
grades , who pay attention as their
teacher retells familiar narratives. It
is also tru e for students in th e
intermediate grades and in m iddle
school, who read the B ible them
selves, listening to the voice of God.
From preschool through grade eight,
the en tire s c ope of the B ible i s
studied fiv e ti m e s (pre school ,
kindergarten, grades 1-2, 3 -5, 6-8),
with
i n c reasing
depth
and
complexity as students grow older.
As children and young people
study the Bible, they gain an under
standing of the relationship between
God and h i s people throughout
human history. They also become
better able to read and study the
Bible on their own. The Book is not
a collection of unrelated facts or
disconnected episodes. It is not a
gathering of didactic platitudes or
tips for healthy living. Neither is it
an anthology of intriguing of deftly
told tales from antiquity. Instead, it
is a record of God's work in and
through his people, a living commu
nity to w h i c h the students also
belong.
To help students move from
recalling the story to understanding
it, the series emphasizes the context
of the Bible, paying attention to the
setting-c u stom s , c u l ture , and
geography o f B ib l e ti m e s-so
students can imaginatively partici
pate in the events that are recorded.
The materials also note carefully the
way in which the s tory is tol d,
looking at the different types of
writing, the different authors , the
differen t audi e n c e s for v arious
book s , and the different ways in
which the inspired writers recorded
their pieces of the story.
Children study the Bible in both
the school and the church, but the
school and the church use Scripture
in different way s . John B olt sug
gests that "the goal of the Christian

Middle school

Intermediate Grades

1. Remember Bible stories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Believe that the Bible is God's Word . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. ..
. . . . .. ..
3. Understand basl<: Bible themes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
t e C)Verall story of the Bible as God's plan of salvation. . . .
4. Remember h
Understand the following dimensions of the Bible:
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6. Imaginatively respond to Bible stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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7. Retell Bible stories . . . . . . . .
8. Recite Bible passages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9.
Read the Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interpret the Bible .
10.
L ve God, others, self . . . "' · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. o
'
12. Desire to serve God
13. Desire to be close to God . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. Accept the Bible's call for repentance, faith, discipleship, and praise . .
. . ... ...
.
15. Use judgment based on the Bible . . . . . . . . .
.
16. Ask questions about the Bible and Christianity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
.
. .. .
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17. Relate the Bible tO daily life .
.. ... .. .
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community as a whole is that its
sons and daug h ters c o m e to
biblically-informed commitment to
Christian faith and a Christian life.
The primary focus of the church is
on realizing informed commitment;
the foc u s of the school is on
realizing informed commitment. "
Knowledge of or about the Bible is
not the end of the matter; students'
hearts must also be touched by the
story. The series aims to nurture
faith at all grade level s , so that
s t u d e n t s c a n g r o w in t h e i r
relati o n s h i p w i t h G o d . It also
emphasizes that "the Bible is not just
a story-it is a norm ative story,
which calls us to live out the story in
our own lives . " Applying God's
Word to daily living is a continuing
challenge for Christians, and the
series prompts students to look for
ways in which the Scripture speaks
to them about everyday concerns.
The curriculum also stresses the
value of memorization , not as an
end in i tself, b u t as a way for
students to " l earn by heart" the
words and deeds of the L ord .
Throughout the series, the memory
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passages correlate directly with the
topics covered in each unit, and the
emphas i s is on longer pas s ages
rather than isolated or scattered
verses.
From the earliest times, God's
people have passed down to their
children stories about the way in
which the Lord has worked in the
lives of his people. In creating this
Bible curriculum, Christian Schools
International has not embraced a
faddish methodology · or trendy
pedagogical approach . Rather, we
have worked to recapture a
centuries-old approach and apply it
to the contemporary classroom . Our
hope is that the c urriculum will
enable students (and teachers) to
grow in their faith, their hope, and
their love as they encounter God in
the pages of his Word.
CEJ

Dr. Gordon L. Bordewyk is

director ofpublications at
Christian Schoo ls International
and editor ofChristian Home &
School ma?a�in�. based in
Grand Rapif!_#. Michigan.
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Illustratin g
God's Story
A

young boy nam ed David
topples a giant with a stone
from a brook. Rahab is
saved from being crushed by her
crumbling building because she has
hung a red cord from her window.
The excitement a n d thrill of
dramatic stories like these b ring
brigh t - eyed looks from atten tive
children.
Telling children B ible stories in
various ways h e l p s t h e m gain
ownership of the stories. Tapes,
dioramas, readers' theater, puppets,
and other teaching methods help
young children to recall the events
of Bible stories. Older children
begin to comprehe n d the s i g 
nificance o f each narrative, growing
in their understanding that G o d
faithfully keeps his covenant with a
disobedient people.
As Christian educators, we are
interested in the richne ss of the
Bible stories touching s t u d ents'
hearts as well as their m inds. This
means we must assume the privilege
and responsibility of providing
act ivities that go beyond the
immediate B ible story. We must
consider the needs of students with
varying attention spans and different
levels of developmental skills when
planning learning experiences.

-by ANNE R. STRUYK

The following activities expand
on a few of the concepts covered in
CSI's new Bible series, The Story o f
G o d and His People. A s with all
suggestions, they will have to be
adjusted or modified to meet the
abilities of your own students.

C h a r a c t e r s . The K-2 se
quence pictures can be used to
develop a m atching game entitled
"Who am I?" As a class, or in small
groups with an aide, students can
identify each of the Bible characters
they have studied. For example, you
m ay say, " G o d promised m e
children that would number a s many
as the stars of the heavens. Then he
asked me to sacrifice my only son.
He surely had me puzzled!" The
students then match the quote with
the picture of Abraham putting Isaac
on the altar. To make this a self
checking activity, put the quote in a
"balloo n " with only one balloon
fitting the correct picture card.
For another method, ask
students to draw their own pictures
in brilliant colors with wide- and
fine-tipped markers. The drawings
can be made into slides or a
filmstrip. (Check with your local
educational agency or an area
college to see if they provide the

service.) Students can tape record
their quotes describing a particular
character as part of the script for a
sight/sound production.
Still another option is to make a
video of the students in costum e,
holding appropriate props and
speaking their clues. A presentation
like this is appropriate at a
grandparent s' open house or a
mothers' club program.

G a m e s . When t eaching or
reviewing a Bible story that includes
several events, game boards that the
students design themselves provide
excellent reinforcement. Together
you and the class list approximately
t e n events on t h e chalk board.
Before the next lesson, make and
copy a worksheet with thirty 1 .5 ''
squares. On eight t o t e n of the
squares are the events t hat were
compiled in class; those squares are
numbered in order. The remaining
squares are blank.
During the following day ' s
activity have each student cut out
the squares and arrange them in the
correct sequence on a 1 2" x 1 8 "
sheet of lightly colored construction
paper. The path of the game board
squares will vary according to each
child's design.

28
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Once the pieces are glued down
with rubber cement (white glue will
make the paper buckle), the students
can fill in the empty squares with
penalties and rewards according to
the positive or negative outcome of
an event. Illustrations can be added
with a fine-tipped marker along the
story path. These vi sual cl ues
become good reminders for students
who have difficulty reading words;
they also allow children to recall
details of the story in pictures that
they couldn't add in words because
of the limited space.

Playing rules can be made up by
each class or by an individual. The
final product should be laminated
for durab i l ity. An envelope or
locking plastic bag attached to the
back of the board keeps all loose
pieces with the game. A fter the
excitement in class wears off, the
students can take the game home to
play with a family member.

up one of your bulletin boards or a
large em pty space on the wal l .
Divide your class into groups of four
or five to represent Old Testament
families. Have each student draw a
family member; larger groups may
add an animal or a wagon for
transportation. Paper should be 6"
high for adult fi gure s , slightly
smaller for the children . (Having
pre-cut 3" x 6" paper is helpful so
the students know the figure's head
must touch the top and the feet
touch the bottom.) Clothes can be
m ade p aper- doll fas h i on from
patterned wallpaper.
Have students assemble
these " fam i l i e s " on th e
bulletin board map w i th
staples or thumbtacks. As
you tell the B ible story of
God's people being released
from Pharaoh's rule in
Egypt, have students
m o v e the fig ures
through the Red Sea
to another place on the
map and tack them in
their new location .
When Israel is camped in
the desert, each group can
add a tent for their family to
live in and so on, as the story
develops. Every time the Israelites
move, draw a visual reminder in the
form of a monument or a "thought
bubble."
If it is necessary to add words to
the map, write the words on a sheet
of acetate with permanent markers
so the word can easily be removed
when no longer needed.
CEJ

AnneR. Struyk is maruting
coordi.Mtor at Christian Sclwols
International in GrandRapids,
Michig01t.

" Travel i n g . " Map work is
essential to un derstan ding some
Bible stories. The same map can be
updated for each successive lesson.
For a project involving the Israelites'
wanderings, duplicate a large map of
Palestine, including Egypt and the
Red Sea. Make it large enough to fill
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-by NANCY WADE ZAPPULLA

Lessons From Chas
M

y student died today. There
was a lot of fog, and a road
covered with skid marks ,
and a dead boy in a truck.
Oh, he wasn't enrolled in one of
my classes, and had not been for
several years . He had graduated
from high school, had gotten a job
and kept his good reputation, and
suddenly he was dead.
So, other than the sorrow people
usually feel when a young person
dies , w h y do I feel this w avery
empty feeling in my heart? Why do
I feel an urgency to call all of my
students and make sure that they are
all right? Why is it important to try
to recollect some specific memories
of this young man as a ninth grader?
I suspect these emotions are tied
in with the sense of urgency that
surrounds most teachers. Unfor
tunately, too often that sense of
urgency has more to do with parts of
speech and theorems and dates than
with the real issues of life. It is easy
to "major in the minors , " and in
reality, an education is what parents
and kids expect to gain from atten
dance at school. But education is so
much more than books and tapes
and films and tests. It is, besides all
of these strategic things, values and
growth and truths that burrow deep
into the heart of a child and help to
prepare him or her for the journey
ahead.
Tw o questions ari se out of
musings of this sort. These are not
easy questions, but then most folks
who are out for easy questions tum
to j obs other than teaching . The
answers we give to these queries
should act as mirrors, in which a
teac her c an see c l earl y and
accurately who he or she is. Too
often we " see thro u g h a glass
darkly" when what we should be
doing is sitting under several glaring
30

light bulbs to examine ourselves.
The first question that slammed
into my consciousness after the
initial shock w a s , " D i d I say
everything, do everything, use every
moment to th e utmost w ith this
boy? " A quick inventory yielded
some achievements, some specific
instances of positive influence. I did
teach this child some things about
English, and he did know that he
was valued in Room S even . We
laughed a lot and fussed a little, and
beyond that, the mem ories get
vague.

If I am to recoup
something from this
death, it must be a
fresh zeal to "redeem
the time" with every
boy and girl God sends
to me.

On the other hand, I have no
specific memory of a conversation
or transaction with this boy that
yielded a "Now I understand! " kind
of response. There was never, to my
rec ollection , a time of gut-level
exchange during which we met as
teacher and pupil and came away
changed , s tretched, matured into
new people. If I cannot remember
such an interaction with this boy,
one of the easy-to-love students,
then I must wonder how many other
chances have slipped away.
If I am to recoup something
from this death, it must be a fresh
zeal to "redeem the time" with every
boy and girl God sends to me.
I just cannot afford to take a
lackadaisical attitude toward a class
period, a conversation , or even a
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glance when it involves the lives and
soul s of m y stude n t s . And the
simple, painful rea son for such
passion is b o th simple and
painful-there are no guarantees
when it comes to time.
So, the second question follows
rather squarely on the heels of the
first. If the time is fleeting and the
kids are constantly on the move,
then how can I better use these
moments and encounters with these
often - en ig m a ti c studen ts? The
answer m u s t come from two
sources: the Word of God and my
response to his call in my life.
The only place to fin d both
wisdom and direction demanded by
such a commitment is the Bible. I
must immerse myself in Scripture so
that the depth and breadth of God's
wisdom can invade the very fabric
of who I am.
The " lamp" and "light" of the
Psalm s are the only ways to see
down those amazingly murky paths.
The temporary knowledge of
e m p i r i c a l s t u d i e s , the t r e n d y
classroom behavior techniques, and
the chutzpah of a brash personality
will not provide sufficiently for the
myriad of questions and problems
that face every teacher. The prayer
of every teacher must be that of the
Psalmist as he said, "Open my eyes
that I may behold wondrous truths
from Thy law."
But, then suppose God answers
that prayer, as he is wont to do?
What is to be my response, and if it
is not what it should be, how can I
move from where I am to where I
should be? As I walk in obedience
and allow Jesus Christ to live his life
thro ugh m e , I must m ake some
practical decisions about my time,
my abilities, and my goals. Taking
i n to account my c la s s load ,
extracurricular activities, and family

BooK REVIEWS
-Edited by STEVE VANDERWEELE

need s , I need to be s u re that
time-that quicksilver commodity
is never wasted.
Lunch times can be spent more
profitably than in rehashing old
gripes or "frying" students . Those
few m inutes between classes are
perfect times tO touch base with that
quiet studen t who never demands
atten tion. After- school activities
provide chances for non-adversarial
tal k s , as well as for sending the
message to my students that I care
ab out m ore than j u s t their
performance in my class.
My goal here is not to inject
s o m e unnatural g l oo m - filled
elem ent into the time spent with
students . My goal is, however, to
use every minute as it is provided to
touch with God's hand the lives of
the students entrusted to me. His
wisdom will provide his balance so
that his changes can be implemented
in their lives.
This particular student stands
now in the presence of his Lord.
Mi stakes made and opportunities
lost are of no further effect. But, in
m y c l a s s and i n ev ery c l a s s s i t
students o n whom those mistakes
and lost chances are taking effect
dai ly. Though perfection is u n 
attainable, that fact can never stand
as the wall behind which teachers
huddle and beyond which students
surge. Teachers must tear down the
barriers and grasp eagerly every
instant of fleeting time. Our students
cry out for it. Our God requires it.
CEJ
Nancy Wade Zappulla has taught
English in grades seven to twelve
and girls' physical education.
She has also served in various 111
social work roles. She resides in

Chesapeake, Virginia.

Christian Eco l og y :
B u i l d i ng a n Envi ron
mental Eth i c fo r the
Twenty-Fi rst Cent u ry
Ed ited by Frederick W. K rueger
The N o rt h A m e rican Conference o n
C h rist i a n ity and Ecology, I n c . P.O.
Box 1 4305, San Francisco, CA
941 1 4. 1 9 88, 1 39 pp. $ 1 2 . 00 pb.
Revi ewed by the Reverend Peter
Van Tu i n e n , pastor e m e r� u s ,
Mod esto, C A .

This book embodies the
proceedin g s o f the fir s t North
A m erican
on
C o n feren c e
Christianity and Ecology (NACCE),
held in Indianapol i s , Indiana, in
Aug u s t 1 9 8 7 . The c o n ference
represented the fruit of a concerted
tw o - year- long effort to engage
Christian churches in ecological
concerns. The official announce
ment of the book' s appearance
states, "What makes this publication
significant is that its very appear
ance announces the arri val of a new
dimension to ecological action .
Church concern for earth healing
brings an important sector of society
to the ecological scene, which can
pro vide new impetus for earth
healing."
It points out furthermore that

" ecological action must be taken ,
not only because of the seriousness
of our predicament, but because it is
morally, ethically, and spiritually
correct It is time we recognize that
lasting solutions will require deep
changes i n the fabric of social
behavior. Christian ecology pro
vides the religious well-spring for a
simpler way of living-a life that
includes voluntary simplicity, the
recycling of waste materials , the
embrac ing of appropri ate tec h 
nology, th e support of clean, organic
foo ds and their c u l tivati o n , the
transfer to alternate transportation
sy stem s , the elimination of toxic
wastes, the conservation of energy,
the develop m e n t of renewable
energy systems , and many more like
items of practice."
The book opens with a brief
history of the very young NACCE
and a report of press conference
statements by the chairman Fr. AI
Fritsch, SJ.; the vice-chairman, Dr.
Calvin DeWitt, professor of
environmental studies at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin and director of
the Au Sable Institute in Mancelona,
Michigan ; and Dr. Wes Jackson ,
consultant to the NACCE.
Then c o m e the c o n feren c e
proceedings. We read Highlight
Talks by Dr. Han s S c h warz of
Regensburg , West Germany,
Wen dell B erry of Port Royal ,
Kentucky, and Sr. Miriam Therese
MacGi llis, OP of B lairs ton , N.J.
Also included are excerpts of papers
presen ted by repre sentatives of
ecological concerns from a wide
variety of churches in the United
States and Canada. The papers were
presented under five main headings,
represented by as many sections in
the proceedings: I. Theology and
S pirituality ;
II.
Food
and
Agriculture; III. Nature and Natural
Resources; IV. Applications of
Christian Ecology; and V. Church
and Pastoral Activities.
In the first section , conferees
discuss the theological basis for
ecological action . B ased on the
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declaration in Psalm 24: 1 that " the
earth is the Lord's," two biblical
considerations especially provide the
motivation for Christian ecological
action: the assignment given to man
at creation to "dress" and to "keep"
the garden , and the fact that God
take s pleasure in h i s creation
(Genesis 1 :3 1 ) .
To address the vast indifference
of Christians to this biblical sanction
for ecological concern , the Rev.
Wesley
Granberg - Michaelson
discusses the reasons why Christians
lost an environmental ethic. "First,
the Christian faith in the West has
been captive to the assumptions of
modern culture which sever God
from the creation and subject the
creation to humanity's arrogant and
unrestrained power. . . . One cannot
underestimate the way in which the
enlighten m e n t , the s c i e n ti fi c
revolution, and th e process o f indus
trialization . . . drastically altered
humanity's relation to the physical
environment. " He discusses further
how man-centeredness has replaced
God-centeredness as the basis of our
cultural assumption s , and in our
thinking and action in ecological
issues.

Teach i n g a n d Rel i g i o us
I mag i n ati o n
by M aria Harris
San Francisco : Harpe r and Row,
1 98 7
Reviewed b y H arre Van B r u m m e l e n ,
Tri n ity Weste rn U n ivers ity, Lang ley,
BC V3A 4R9.

It may be tempting for Christian
school educators to dismiss Maria
Harri s ' Tea c hing and R e lig i o u s
Imagination out o f hand. Her streak
of mysticism and her emphasis on
the sacramental nature of teaching
may make you as uncomfortable as
the idea of your evangelical pastor
32

Subsequent sections suggest the
kind of impact that the Christian
perspective should make on dealing
with the critical issues at stake. An
importan t consideration the con
tributors make repeatedly is that
nature is designed to be self
regenerative in certain important
areas of human usage, and that a
truly Christi an approach would
rescue nature from the depletion of
resources c au s e d by greedy
exploitation.
S ection IV suggests specific
applications and makes clear that the
situation requires a radical change of
outlook springing from an authentic
theocentric worldview.
The final section suggests how

Christians can heighten awareness
of the need of ecological action.
A Christian approach to ecology
problems is not only biblically
sanctioned but also demanded. But,
as Granberg-Michaelson points out
in h i s previ o u s l y c i ted paper,
" Modern culture has been waging
w ar against nature , and the
ecological
fo undations
for
su stain ing the earth ' s l i fe are
eroding."
It seems to me that to leap the
hurdle of ecclesiastical lethargy on
this score, Christian schools have an
opportunity and challenge to get the
message acro ss to the generation
that will be compelled to deal with
the issues. On this score the NACCE
can be helpful. It publishes a book
list on ecolog ical con cerns and
issues a quarterly called Firmament
Publications that could be useful for
classroom projects in some
disciplines. To begin with, the book
under review is very informative and
well adapted to stim ulate concern
and encourage action.
The publ i sher ( see addre s s ,
above) will respond t o inquiries
abou t l iterature on ecology and
•
activities of NACCE.

parti Cipating in a S olemn High
Mass. Her claim that the intent of
teaching is that students receive the
grace of power in order to re-create
a world of communion , justice, and
peace smacks of a Christian social
gospel and even an existen tial ist
position, especially when you search
in vain for the corresponding need
for personal redemption in Jesus
Christ.
It would be tempting to dismiss
Harris . Nevertheless, it would be
wrong to do so. As North American
evangelicals, we are an integral part
of an individualistic, result-oriented,
m an agem e n t - b y - m easurab l e 
obj ectives culture that w e have
helped to shape. We have often

accepted educational theories and
practices to fit that mold even when
they were rooted in and led to
further secularization . Yet we have
tended to neglect C hristian
educators fro m n o n - evangelical
streams because their theology does
not quite fit our own. How many of
us have read the liberation theology
educator Paulo Fre ire, or the
Catholic Thomas Groome, or the
Quaker Parker Palmer?
I do not deny that we have to
sift c arefully as we read such
educators , reading " worldview
ishly, " as James Sire put it in his
How to Read Slowly. That is also
true for the ecumenically-minded
Catholic Maria Harris. Sometimes

"Modern culture has
been waging war
against nature, and the
ecological foundations
for sustaining the
earth's life are
eroding."
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Harri s describes and illustrates five criteria or
paths that help teachers work out of their own
imaginations : taking care, taking steps, taking
form, taking time, and taking risks.

her thoughts, expressed in familiar
theo l og i c al term s but i n an
unfamiliar c ontext, seem to slip
through our fingers. But her ideas
are rich in implications for teaching,
also in Christian schools.
Harris stands with many recent
Christian educators in emphasizing
what Peter De B oer has called a
responsibility theory of education :
teachers must "ordain" learners into
a world of respo n s i b i l i ty and
responsible choice. She emphasizes
that as images of God learners are
subjects, not objects, for whom the
"revelation" of subject matter must
lead to communion, reconciliation ,
and shalom. In this way, she holds,
teaching can lead to "the grace of
power" and, in turn , to the "re
creation" of the world.
Often without realizing it, we
look at tea c h i n g i n ter m s of
metaphors. S uch metaphors then
shape our classroom approaches.
The most influential metaphor in
North America during this century
has been that teaching is a science.
Labored research has yielded only
common- sense generalizations on
this approach. Other metaphors of
teaching have also failed to break
through the technological mindset in
education : Highet's teaching as an
art, Postman's teaching as a sub
versive (later, conserving) activity,
Egan's teaching as story telling,
Tom's teaching as a moral craft.
In Tea c hing a n d R e ligio u s
Imagination Harris shows that w e
must grope for new, deeper images.
Her m e taphor is teac h i n g as
religious imagination. The heart of
teaching, she says, is imagination
that " c harac teristically looks at

reality from the reversed, unnoticed
side," involving all of our faculties
and resources and not just reason
alone. S uch im agination must be
based on religious perspective.
Christian educators would agree
with Harri s that teaching always is a
religious activity i f we look at
religion in the broad sense of being
concerned with ultimate meanings
of our being and our world. (In my
recent book Walking with God in
the Classro o m , I develop the
metaphor of teaching as a religious
craft. * ) Nor woul d we find fault
with
Harri s '
emphas i s
on
imagination . C hristi an S chools
International in the late 1 9 7 0 s
already saw the shortcomings o f the
teaching as a science metaphor by
taking the then unusual step of
including the creative dimension as
one of the three in its taxonomy of
educational objectives.
The value of Harri s ' book ,
however, is that she goes beyond the
current writings and practices of
Christian school educ ator s . S h e
shows how her five-step model for
teaching uses the incarnation of
subj e c t m atter to lead to i ts
revelation.
While each teacher's approach
will be idiosyncratic ("We teach best
when we are most truly ourselves"),
Harri s describes and illustrates five
criteria or paths that help teachers
work out of their own imaginations:

* Walking with God in the
Classroom will be reviewed in an

upcoming issue.

taking care, taking steps , taking
form , taking time, and taking risks.
Most of us take care of our students,
but do we also, as Harris urges us to,
take care of ourselves and of our
subject matter? Do we take enough
time to be with our students, not just
to keep m o v i n g and co vering
ground? Do we ever take the risks of
losing the world in order to gain our
soul-risks that lead to human re
creation and transformation?
Harris sees that culture needs
transformation and that education
must
to
c o n tribute
such
tran sformation . Regrettably, she
does not place Christ's transforming
grace central as the gospel demands.
Nor is her metaphor of teaching as
imagination
re ligious
as
comprehensive, I believe, as my
" relig ious craft " metap hor. Ye t
Harris' thinking adds new depth to
John Van Dyk's model of teaching as
guiding , unfolding, and enabling.
Her biblical vocabulary, used in new
way s , allo w s u s to explore the
contours of teaching along paths
gen eral l y untrodden by North
American scientific naturalism or,
for that matter, by child-centered
pragmatism . Thus, reading Harris'
•
book can enrich our teaching.

NEW RELEASE
Bakker, Gerald and Len Clark.

Explanation:
An Introduction to the
Philosophy of Science.
Chapters on various models,
science and reality, theories of
explanation, and religious and
philosophical issues. The authors
build bridges between general
philosophical issues and more
technical literature in the
philosophy of science.
Mountain View, California:
Mayfield Publishing Co., 1240 Vill a
St., 94041. 1988. 213 pp., $14.95.
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READER
RESPONSE
Dear Editor,

I w i sh I could adequately
describe for you the jubilation I felt
and several of my colleagues also
experienced upon hearing of your
magazine. For years I have longed to
know of a magazine for Christian
school teachers ; to receive yours
was the making of my day. Thank
you for being there. I only wish I
had known of you earlier.
Nancy Wade Zappulla
Chesapeake, VA

Dear Editor,
I want to congratulate you on an
excellent [February/March] C E J
issue. The articles were right up m y
l i ne o f i nt e r e s t . I p a r t i cularly
enjoyed the wide range of articles
that were included.
One of the articles , "Swinging
Off the Popcorn Beat," was j ust a bit
disappointing. First of all, the author
used the term "Christian teacher"
s e v e r a l t i m e s , wh e n be i n g a
Christian teacher had nothing to do
with the technique or the teach ing
strategy. It would have served any
teacher j u s t as well . There was
noth i ng part icul arly "Ch r i s t i a n "
a b o u t t h e approach . D o i n g th at
makes light of C hristian ed ucation
and Christian teaching. In addition,
the author put down public schools
by pointing out that it's particularly
public school children who transfer
into our system who need additional
help . I ' m not so sure that ' s true :
however, even i f it i s , it was not
n e c e s s a r y and som ewhat out o f
place i n C h r i s t i a n E d u c a to rs

Journal, which always upholds the

h i gh e s t i d eals for Ch r i s t ian
educators and respect for those who
arc not within our circle.
I mention that as construct ive
crit ici sm, because I do very much
appreciate CEJ and the work you
p u t i n t o i t . It is i n s p i r i n g ,
informative, and serves u s well.
Sheri D. Haan
Execu tive Director of CSI
Grand Rapids , MI
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CALVIN CENTER FOR
CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSIUP

LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH
TEACHERS

Calvin College announces that the
Governing Board of the Calvin
Center for Christian Scholarship is
now reviewi ng applications for
Visitin g Fellowships for the
academic year 1990-91.
The Center was established in
1 976 to promote rigorous, creative,
and articulately Christian schol
arship addressed to the solution of
important theoretical and practical
issues. Each year a team of scholars
is appointed to study a single topic.
The study topic selected for the year
1990-91 is "Theory and Practice of
Christian Schooling in the Reformed
Tradition."

Language Arts/English teachers are
encouraged to submit ideas
regarding a framework document for
teaching of elementary/junior high
language arts to be developed by
Christian Schools International.
Please send your input to:

ADMINISTRATOR NEEDED
Sioux Center Christian School will
need a full-time administrator for
1 990-9 1 . Teaching and adm ini
strative experience and a master's in
adm inistration are required. The
deadline for applications is October
1 0 , 1 9 8 9 . S end inquiries and/or
res u mes to S earc h Com m i ttee ,
Sioux Center Christian School, 630
1 s t Ave , S E , S ioux Center, lA
5 1 250

CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN

Robert Bruinsma

Associate Professor of Education
The King's College
10766 - 97 Street
Edmonton, AB
Canada T5H 2M1

CHICAGO CONFERENCE
The " Chicago Conference, " a
gras sroots foru m on Christian
schooling, will again convene in
J u ne 1 990 for the purpose of
discussing and applying the 1 2
Affirmations published by the
Conference.
Place: Trinity Christian College,
Palos Heights, Ill inois
Date: June 27, 28, 29
For more information, write to:

GLPSA
P.O. Box A-3220
Chicago, IL 60690-3220

�TERS CONFERENCE
The Ca l v in College department of
English announces a conference on
"Contemporary Christian Writers in
Community," April 1 9-2 1 , 1 990, on
its campus.
The focus will be on creative
writings of authors who, however
nonsectarian their i ntentions and
audiences , are identified as par
ticipating in or originating from a
religious commu n ity.
Pre-registration : $35; on -site
registration: $40; single session:
$7 .50. Con t act Henry Baron,
The Department of English, Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, MI 49506

c/o
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TIURTY-FIVE-YEAR
VETERAN

Vernon Boerman-Bible, English

Illiana Christian High School,
Lansing, Ill inois-1960-present
Western Michigan Christian
High School,
Muskegon, Michigan-1954- 1959

We welcome names and information
about oth er teachers who h ave
taught in Christian schools for at
least thirty-five years . All nam es
submitted prior to January 1 5 will be
listed in the April issue of CEJ.

